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Abstract

The new wave of the technology revolution, named the fourth industrial revolu-

tion, is changing our daily life dramatically. These days, unprecedented services and

applications such as driverless vehicles and drone-based deliveries, smart cities and

factories, remote medical diagnosis and surgery, and artificial intelligence-based per-

sonalized assistants are emerging. Communication mechanisms associated with these

new applications and services are way different from traditional communications in

terms of latency, energy efficiency, reliability, flexibility, and connection density. Fur-

ther, when the wireless environments and networks are becoming more and more com-

plicated, it is very difficult to come up with simple yet accurate analytic expression.

Since the current radio access mechanism cannot support these diverse services and

applications, a new approach to deal with these relentless changes should be intro-

duced.

In the first part of the dissertation, we study the sparse vector transmission (SVT)

based on the compressed sensing (CS) technique for the low-latency short-packet

transmission. The key idea of SVT is to transmit short pieces of information after

the sparse vector transformation. One distinctive feature of SVT over the conventional

transmission scheme is that positions as well as symbols can be used to convey the

information. Using the principle of CS, we decode the packet using a small number of

resources. From the performance analysis and numerical evaluations, we demonstrate

that the proposed SVT scheme achieves a significant reduction in the physical-layer la-

tency over the conventional systems. Based on the SVT mechanism, we introduce two

SVT schemes for the time division duplex (TDD) and the vehicle-to-everything (V2X)

systems. First, we propose an approach to support a low latency TDD access, called

channel-aware sparse transmission (CAST). By encoding a grant signal in a form of

sparse vector and then decoding it with a small number of early arrived samples, up-
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link access latency can be reduced dramatically. Second, we present the SVT scheme,

called partial sample transmission (PST), for the low-latency V2X sidelink transmis-

sion. By using the fact that only small number of samples are required in the decoding

process, we can reduce the receiving vehicle’s processing latency substantially. In par-

ticular, we employ an entirely new decoding technique based on a deep learning (DL)

in the PST decoding.

In the second part of the dissertation, we turn our attention to the DL-based wire-

less communications, especially for the active user detection (AUD) in massive machine-

type communications (mMTC) scenarios. Basically, DL-based wireless systems are

distinct from the conventional systems in two main respects: data-driven training and

end-to-end learning. Instead of following the analytical avenue, the DL model approx-

imates the complicated, often highly nonlinear, relationship between the input dataset

and the desired output without human intervention. In the proposed DL-based AUD

(D-AUD), by feeding the training data to the properly designed deep neural network,

the neural network learns the nonlinear mapping between the received non-orthogonal

multiple access (NOMA) signal and indices of active devices. As long as we train

the deeply stacked hidden layers using a proper loss function and the backpropaga-

tion mechanism, the trained deep neural network can handle the whole AUD process,

achieving an accurate detection of the active users. From our simulations, we demon-

strate that the D-AUD scheme is very effective in the highly-overloaded mMTC sce-

narios.

keywords: compressed sensing, deep learning, wireless communication, sparse vector

transmission.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The new wave of the technology revolution, named the fourth industrial revolution, is

changing the way we live, work, and communicate with each other. We are now wit-

nessing the emergence of unprecedented services and applications such as driverless

vehicles and drone-based deliveries, smart cities and factories, remote medical diag-

nosis and surgery, and artificial intelligence-based personalized assistants. Communi-

cation mechanisms associated with these new applications and services are way dif-

ferent from traditional human-centric communications in terms of latency, energy effi-

ciency, reliability, flexibility, and connection density. Therefore, coexistence of human-

centric and machine-type services as well as hybrids of these will render emerging

wireless environments more diverse and complex. To address diversified services and

applications, International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has classified fifth gener-

ation (5G) services into three categories: ultra-reliable and low latency communica-

tion (URLLC), massive machine-type communication (mMTC), and enhanced mobile

broadband (eMBB) [1]. To cope with these new service categories, various perfor-

mance requirements such as lower latency, higher reliability, massive connectivity,

and better energy efficiency have been newly introduced. Since the current radio ac-
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cess mechanism and conventional approaches, based on Shannon’s channel coding

theorem, cannot support these stringent requirements, a new type of transmission ap-

proach is required. Before we proceed, we provide the fundamentals of the compressed

sensing technique and the deep learning technique.

1.1.1 Basics of Compressed Sensing

Compressed sensing (CS) is a new paradigm to process or recover the sparse signals.

This new approach is very competitive option for information processing operations

including sampling, sensing, compression, estimation, and detection. Traditional way

to acquire and reconstruct analog signals from sampled signals is based on the Nyquist-

Shannon’s sampling theorem which states that the sampling rate should be at least

twice the bandwidth. While these fundamental principles works well, they might be

bottleneck of resource overhead and also complexity in a situation where signals are

sparse, meaning that the signals can be represented using a relatively small number of

nonzero coefficients. At the heart of the CS lies the fact that a sparse signal vector can

be recovered from the underdetermined linear system in a computationally efficient

way. In other words, a small number of linear measurements (projections) of the signal

contain enough information for its reconstruction.

Consider a system model with m-dimensional measurement vector y and n-dimensional

input vector s given by

y = As (1.1)

where A is the system (sensing) matrix relating the input vector s and the measurement

vector y. If A is a tall or square matrix, meaning that the dimension of y is larger than

or equal to the dimension of s (m � n), one can recover s using the conventional

techniques (e.g., Gaussian elimination) as long as the sensing matrix is a full rank.

However, if the matrix A is fat (m < n), meaning that the number of unknowns is

larger than the dimension of observation vector, it is in general not possible to find out

the unique solution since there exist infinitely many possible solutions.
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In this pathological scenario where the inverse problem is ill-posed, sparsity of an

input vector comes to the rescue. A vector s is called sparse if the number of nonzero

entries is sufficiently smaller than the dimension of the vector. If a vector s is k-sparse,

meaning that there are k nonzero elements in s, the measurement vector y is expressed

as a linear combination of k columns of A associated with the nonzero entries of s. If

the support ⌦s (set of nonzero indices in s) is known a priori by any chance, then by

removing columns corresponding to the zero entries in s, we can convert the underde-

termined system into over-determined one and thus can find out the solution using the

standard technique. CS theory asserts that as long as the sensing matrix is generated

at random, k-sparse vector can be recovered with m ⇡ ck log(n/k) measurements

(c is a constant). In performing the recovery task, `1-norm minimization technique

and greedy sparse recovery algorithm (e.g., orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)) have

been popularly used (see, e.g., [2]).

It is worth mentioning that underlying assumption in many CS-based studies is

that the signal is sparse in nature or can be sparsely represented in a properly chosen

basis. Indeed, applications of CS in wireless communications have been mainly on the

recovery of naturally sparse signals such as sparse millimeter wave channel estimation

in angle and delay domains, angle (DoA/AoD) estimation, and spectrum sensing [2, 3,

4]. Intriguing feature of the works in this dissertation is to purposely transmit the sparse

vector to achieve the gain in terms of performance, latency, and energy efficiency.

1.1.2 Basics of Deep Learning

Deep learning is a set of learning methods attempting to model data with complex

architectures combining different nonlinear transformations. The elementary bricks

of deep learning are the neural networks, that are combined to form the deep neural

networks. The neural network can model the nonlinear function f between an input x

and an output y with respect to the neural network parameters⇥ (i.e., y = f(x;⇥)).

Specifically, a neuron in the neural network is used to approximate the function fj of

3



the input x = [x1, · · · , xd] weighted by a weight vector wj = [wj,1, · · · , wj,d], added

by a bias vector bj = [bj,1, · · · , bj,d], and activated by an activation function �. That

is, an output element yj can be expressed

yj = fj(x) = �(hwj ,xi+ bj). (1.2)

Some commonly used activation functions are sigmoid function �sig(x) =
1

1+e�x and

rectified linear unit (ReLU) function �ReLU (x) = max(0, x).

The neural network consists of one input layer, one (shallow network) or more

(deep network) hidden layers, and one output layer. Based on the connection shape

between the neighboring layers, the neural network can be divided into three types:

feedforward neural network (FNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), and recur-

rent neural network (RNN). In the FCN, each neuron (hidden unit) is connected to

all neurons of the previous layer so that this network can be applied universally. In

the CNN, using the convolution between the convolution filter and the layer input, the

hidden unit is locally connected with a part of the previous layer. In doing so, the spa-

tial correlation feature within the convolution filter can be delivered to the next hidden

layer. In the RNN, by using the current input together with the output of the previous

hidden layer, the timely-correlated feature can be readily extracted.

Once the architecture of the neural network has been chosen, the parameters ⇥

(e.g., the weights wj and biases bj) have to be estimated (or updated) through the

training process. The primary goal of the training phase is to find out the network pa-

rameters ⇥ minimizing the loss function J(⇥). When J(⇥) is differentiable, network

parameters can be updated by the gradient descent method in each training iteration.

Commonly used loss functions include the mean squared error (MSE) and cross en-

tropy (CE). Given output y and its estimate ŷ, MSE can be expressed as

JMSE(ŷ,y) = ky � ŷk22 (1.3)
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and CE is defined as

JCE(ŷ,y) = �
KX

k=1

yk log ŷk, (1.4)

where K is the number of class in the classification problem. Using this type of losses,

parameters are updated by the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm and the

backpropagation mechanism.

1.2 Contribution and Organization

In this dissertation, we introduce a new approach employing the compressed sensing

and deep learning techniques in the wireless communications.

In Chapter 2, we propose new type of short packet transmission scheme referred

to as sparse vector transmission (SVT). Key idea of SVT is to transmit the short-

sized information after the sparse vector transformation. Using the principle of com-

pressed sensing (CS), we decode the packet using a small number of resources. SVT

has a number of advantages over the conventional transmission strategies; it is sim-

ple to implement, reduces the transmission latency as well as the encoding/decoding

complexity. When the position of a sparse vector is used to encode the information

exclusively, decoding can be done without the channel knowledge, saving the pilot

transmission overhead and the channel estimation effort. Further, SVT can inherently

improve the user identification quality and security. In a nutshell, SVT is a viable solu-

tion for massive machine-type communication (mMTC) and URLLC scenarios having

many advantages over the conventional packet transmission mechanism.

In Chapter 3, we propose a low latency uplink access scheme suitable for TDD-

based URLLC systems. Key feature of the proposed scheme is to transmit the latency

sensitive information without waiting for the transmit direction change. To be specific,

the base station switches the transmit direction to UL right after sending the URLLC

grant signal and hence a mobile device having the latency sensitive information can

access the UL resources quickly. To support the fast uplink access, we introduce a new
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grant signaling scheme, referred to as channel-aware sparse transmission (CAST).

Key idea of CAST is to encode the URLLC grant information into a small number of

subcarriers in the OFDM symbol. In doing so, we make the frequency-domain OFDM

symbol vector sparse. This together with the fact that the sensing matrix is a sub-

matrix of the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) matrix allows us to use the

compressed sensing (CS) principle in the decoding of the grant signal. It is now well-

known from the theory of CS that an accurate recovery of a sparse vector is guaranteed

with a relatively small number of measurements as long as the sensing (measurement)

process preserves the energy of an input sparse vector [14]. In our context, this means

that a mobile device can accurately decode the grant information with a small num-

ber of early arrived received samples, which in turn means that UL access latency

(latency of transmission and processing of the grant signal) can be reduced dramati-

cally. From the performance analysis in terms of the decoding success probability and

also numerical evaluations on the latency sensitive data transmission, we demonstrate

that the proposed CAST scheme is very effective and achieves fast uplink access. In

particular, in a realistic simulation setup, we observe that CAST achieves more than

80% reduction in the uplink access latency over the 4G LTE and LTE-Advanced TDD

systems.

In Chapter 4, we propose a ultra low-latency packet transmission scheme suitable

for the mission-critical V2X scenarios. In the proposed scheme, dubbed partial sam-

ple transmission (PST), a receiving vehicle can decode a packet without waiting for

the arrival of a whole packet. Key distinctive feature of PST over the conventional

transmission scheme is that the transmit information is converted into a sparse symbol

vector and then decoded using a small number of received (time-domain) samples. In

the transmit vehicle, information is mapped to the position of the subcarrier vector

in the frequency domain. This together with the fact that the submatrix of inverse dis-

crete Fourier transform (IDFT) matrix serves as a system matrix (a.k.a. sensing matrix)

allows us to use the compressed sensing (CS) principle in the decoding of sparse trans-
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mit vector. Main premise of CS is that an input sparse vector can be recovered with a

small number of measurements under the proper sensing mechanism [2]. Beauty of the

proposed approach is that while we maintain the OFDM-based mechanism, meaning

that with a minimal change in the encoder, a receiving vehicle can accurately decode

the PST packet using a small portion of time-domain samples. In particular, by pick-

ing firstly arrived samples in an OFDM symbol (say only 25% of whole samples),

we can significantly reduce the latency associated with the transmission, buffering,

and decoding. In the decoding process, instead of using the conventional sparse recov-

ery algorithms, we employ a novel approach based on the deep learning (DL). In the

receiving vehicle’s perspective, when the number of received samples decreases, the

PST system model becomes more underdetermined, resulting in a highly correlated

columns in the sensing matrix. To mitigate the decoding error caused by this, we ex-

ploit the DL, a learning-based approach to approximate the complicated and nonlinear

function [30, 62, 32]. In our decoding scheme, called deep PST (D-PST), a deep neu-

ral network (DNN) learns the nonlinear mapping between the received signal vector

and nonzero position of transmit sparse vector (a.k.a. support). In the test phase (i.e.,

real decoding phase), by using the learned correlation structure as a prior information,

an ambiguity among correlated supports can be better resolved and thus the D-PST

scheme identifies the support accurately. Since the learning process is performed of-

fline, time and effort in the training phase does not affect the real operation.

In Chapter 5, we share the essential knowledge and provide useful tips for the de-

sign of AI-based wireless communication systems. In specific, we briefly compare the

design principles between the conventional wireless systems and the AI-based systems

and also discuss how specific communication function is mapped to the deep learning

technique. Then, we discuss the three major challenges occurring in the introduction

of DL into wireless systems, mainly related to the dataset collection, neural network

architecture, and training strategy. For each item, we have provided the learning-based

solutions which can be easily implemented in practice. First, in order to collect the
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sufficient training data, we provide three options: collection from the actual received

signals, synthetic data generation using the analytic system model, and real-like train-

ing set generation using generative adversarial network (GAN). Second, in order to

design the proper DL model, we provide the useful DNN architecture based on the in-

put characteristics, wireless environments, and system configurations. Third, in order

to train the DNN efficiently, we introduce the knowledge distillation and the federated

learning techniques.

In Chapter 6, we propose the DL-based active user detection (AUD) for the grant-

free NOMA scenario. For an efficient and accurate AUD, we exploit the deep neural

network (DNN), a learning-based tool to approximate the complicated and nonlinear

function. Over the years, DNN has been successfully applied in numerous applications

such as image classification [48], machine translation [63], automatic speech recogni-

tion [49], and Go game [47]. Recently, DNN has been also applied to various wire-

less systems such as multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) detection, wireless

scheduling, direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation, and multi-user detection [64, 65,

66]. In these works, DNN is used to learn a desired nonlinear function (e.g., classifica-

tion and decision) through the training process. In [64], for instance, the DNN structure

to learn the mapping between the interference pattern and the optimized scheduling has

been proposed. In [65], a DNN architecture for the symbol generation, encoding, and

decoding in grant-free NOMA systems has been proposed. In [66], the long short-

term memory (LSTM) network performing the channel estimation and data detection

in grant-based NOMA systems has been presented. In our framework, DNN learns

the complicated mapping between the received NOMA signal and the indices of ac-

tive users in the transmit signal. To be specific, the proposed AUD scheme, henceforth

referred to as deep AUD (D-AUD), learns the sparse structure of device activity us-

ing a deliberately designed training dataset. It is now well-known from the universal

approximation theorem that DNN processed by the deeply stacked hidden layers can

well approximate the desired function [67]. In our context, this means that the trained
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DNN with multiple hidden layers can handle the whole AUD process, resulting in an

accurate detection of the active users.

Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of the dissertation and discuss the future

research directions based on studies of this dissertation.

1.3 Notation

This dissertation uses the following notation: We employ uppercase boldface letters

for matrices and lowercase boldface letters for vectors. The operations (·)T and (·)H

denote the transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively. The operators � and ↵

denote the Hadamard product and the Hadamard division, respectively. C and R denote

the field of complex numbers and real numbers, respectively. Also, N denotes the field

of natural numbers. k·kp indicates the p-norm. ha,bi is an inner product between a

and b. <(c) and =(c) are the real and imaginary part of c, respectively. xi denotes

the i-th column of the matrix X and xi is the i-th element of the vector x. X⌦ is the

submatrix of X that contains the columns specified in the set ⌦ and x⌦ is the vector

constructed by picking the elements specified in the set ⌦. A† is the Penrose-Moore

inverse of the matrix A.
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Chapter 2

Sparse Vector Transmission for Ultra Low-latency Com-

munications

In this chapter, we introduce a short packet transmission scheme referred to as sparse

vector transmission (SVT). Key idea of SVT is to transmit the short-sized information

after the sparse vector transformation. Using the principle of compressed sensing (CS),

we decode the packet using a small number of resources. SVT has a number of advan-

tages over the conventional transmission strategies; it is simple to implement, reduces

the transmission latency as well as the encoding/decoding complexity. When the posi-

tion of a sparse vector is used to encode the information exclusively, decoding can be

done without the channel knowledge, saving the pilot transmission overhead and the

channel estimation effort. Further, SVT can inherently improve the user identification

quality and security. In a nutshell, SVT is a viable solution for massive machine-type

communication (mMTC) and URLLC scenarios having many advantages over the con-

ventional packet transmission mechanism.

The work of Chapter 2 has been published in part in [5].
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2.1 Introduction

These days, automated things such as vehicles, drones, sensors, machines, and robots,

combined with artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, have found their way into al-

most every industry. Remarkable growth of business models using autonomous ma-

chines is accelerating the need for communication between machines as well as ma-

chine to human communications [6]. One important feature of machine-centric com-

munications over the long-standing human-oriented communications is that the amount

of information to be transmitted is tiny. For example, information to be exchanged in

the autonomous vehicles, robots used for the smart factory, and home appliances is in

a form of control and command-type information such as start/stop, turn on/off, move

left/right, speed up/slow down, shift, and rotate. Typically, required information bit in

these applications is in the range of 10 ⇠ 100 bits. Information acquired from the sen-

sors (e.g., temperature, pressure, speed, gas density) is in the order of 10 bits. Also,

similar sized packets are used in many feedback or control channels (e.g., ACK/NACK

feedback in 4G LTE/5G NR PUCCH [7, 8]).

Crucial observation in these applications is that conventional transmission mecha-

nism is unduly complicated and inefficient, resulting in a waste of resources, transmit

power, and processing latency. Shannon’s channel coding theorem, governing prin-

ciple of today’s packet transmission, is based on the law of large numbers so that

it works properly only when the packet size is sufficiently large. In fact, when the

packet length is short, noise introduced by the channel cannot be averaged out prop-

erly, degrading the packet reception quality substantially (see, e.g., information theo-

retic analysis in [9]). Further, in the ultra short-packet transmission regime, size of the

non-payload (pilot signals and control data) easily exceeds the payload size so that the

cost caused by the non-payload outweighs the cost of payload. In particular, in some

applications requiring high reliability (e.g., ultra-reliable and low latency communi-

cations (URLLC) in 5G [10]), cost caused by the pilot signaling increases sharply,

further degrading the resource utilization efficiency. Without doubt, relying on today’s
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Figure 2.1: System models for SVT scheme.

transmission mechanism would not be efficient due to the waste of resources, large

decoding latency, and also expensive operational cost.

2.2 Principle of Sparse Vector Transmission

In this section, we discuss the basic principle of SVT. Basically, there are two options

in SVT. To ease our exposition, we discuss the orthogonal frequency division multi-

plexing (OFDM) system, standard systems for 4G, 5G cellular and WiFi systems, as

a baseline. Nevertheless, main principle can be readily extended to different transmis-

sion schemes. In the SVT, information is embedded into a small number of subcarriers

and then transmitted (see Fig. 2.1). In this case, composite of the channel matrix H

and the IDFT matrix F
H becomes the sensing matrix so that the time-domain sam-

ple vector y = As + v = HF
H
s + v becomes the measurement vector. While the

symbol decoding in the conventional OFDM systems is initiated after receiving all

time-domain samples, sparse vector s in SVT can be recovered with a small number

of time-domain samples using the CS technique. Let P = [Im0(m(n � m))] be the
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matrix taking early m samples of y, then the vector of the first m measurements is

expressed as ỹ = Py (see Fig. 2.1). For instance, if k = 16, n = 1024, and c = 4,

then only 11% of samples (m ⇡ 115) is needed to decode s.

Distinctive feature of SVT over the conventional transmission scheme is that po-

sitions as well as symbols can be used to convey the information. By way of analogy,

one can imagine a process to generate the sparse vector as placing a few balls into the

empty boxes. When we try to put k balls in n boxes (k  n), we have
�
n

k

�
choices, so

that we can encode blog2
�
n

k

�
c bits of information into the position of the sparse vector

s. Suppose the modulation order is the same for all nonzero positions (say bs bit per

symbol), then kbs bits can be encoded to the active symbols (symbols in the nonzero

positions) so that one SVT block conveys kbs + blog2
�
n

k

�
c bits in total.

There are various options to encode the information in SVT. One simple option is

to use both positions and active symbols in the information transmission. Alternatively,

one can map the user ID (UID) to the positions and the rest information to the active

symbols to elegantly divide the user identification process and information decoding.

Yet another option is to embed the message to the positions and the parity bits to the

active symbols for the error detection and correction.

2.3 Sparse Vector Transmission

In this section, we discuss the SVT scheme in detail. In contrast to the conventional

OFDM systems, SVT transmits the information in a form of a sparse vector and then

uses the CS technique to decode the input sparse vector. We first discuss the system

model and then explain the SVT decoding and environment-aware user identification,

an approach to simplify the user identification process using environmental informa-

tion.
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2.3.1 System Model

As discussed, the system model for SVT is y = HF
H
s+v. Due to the addition of the

cyclic prefix, H is a circulant matrix and thus can be eigen-decomposed by DFT basis.

That is, H = F
H
⇤F where F is the DFT matrix and ⇤ is the diagonal matrix (�ii

corresponds to the frequency channel of i-th subcarrier). The corresponding system

model is expressed as y = F
H
⇤s + v. Since the supports of s and s are the same,

by letting x = ⇤s, the system model is converted to y = F
H
x + v. Recalling that

CS operates with far fewer measurements than the conventional techniques require,

a small part of y is enough to recover x. As a metric to evaluate the sensing matrix,

mutual coherence, the largest magnitude of normalized inner product between two

distinct columns of sensing matrix (i.e., µ(A) = max
i 6=j

|hai,aji|
kaik2kajk2 ), is widely used [6].

Since the mutual coherence of IDFT submatrix (PF
H) remains constant as long as we

choose consecutive samples, the recovery performance would not be affected by the

choice of samples in y. Thus, it is beneficial to use early arrived samples to achieve

a reduction in transmission and decoding latencies (see Fig. 2.2). Since the system

model ỹ = PF
H
x + w(w = Pv) is a standard setting for CS, any sparse recovery

algorithm can be employed to decode x from ỹ.

2.3.2 SVT Decoding

Basically, decoding of SVT consists of two steps; in the first step, support of x is iden-

tified by the sparse recovery algorithm. For example, greedy sparse recovery algorithm

identifies one column (position of a vector) of the sensing matrix in each iteration. In

our case, a column of PF
H that is maximally correlated with the measurement vector

is chosen. Once the support ⌦x of x (equivalently the support ⌦s of s) is identified,

by removing components associated with the zero entries in s, an over-determined

system model to decode the symbol s can be obtained. In the decoding of s, for exam-

ple, conventional technique such as the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)

estimator followed by the symbol slicer can be used.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the SVT-based short packet transmission in the TDD systems

(k = 3).
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In the mapping of the UID to the support, one can consider the environment-

aware user identification (EA-UI). Key idea of EA-UI is to use the support ⌦s derived

from the environmental information as a UID. By the environmental information, we

mean the information obtained from wireless environments such as channel impulse

response (CIR), angle (AoD, DoA), location, delay spread, to name just a few. EA-UI

is conceptually similar to the biometric user identification. Biometric identifier, such

as iris or fingerprint, intrinsically representing the unique identity of individual’s body,

can greatly simplify the user identification process. Principle of EA-UI is conceptually

similar since the environmental information is reflected in the support of the transmit

vector. One simple example, illustrated in Fig. 2.2, is to choose positions of k subcarri-

ers having the largest channel gain as a support and use this as a UID. For example, in

TDD systems, base station (BS) can acquire the channel information (and thus UID)

of all mobile devices from the uplink pilot signals due to the channel reciprocity (see

details in Chapter 3). In the uplink scenario, therefore, BS can identify which mobile

device has sent the packet by checking the support (UID) of the received packet. Sim-

ilarly, in the downlink scenario, mobile device can easily check whether the packet is

for itself by comparing the decoded support ⌦̂x and its own support ⌦x.

EA-UI has several advantages; first, it improves the security since the UID is de-

rived from naturally acquired environmental (channel) information. Second, in many

physical channels (e.g., PUSCH or PDSCH in 4G LTE/5G NR [8]), BS sends the data

together with UID or after the complicated user scheduling process. Since the EA-

UI mechanism separates the user identification and data decoding elegantly, time and

effort to decode whole packet just for the user identification purpose can be saved. In-

deed, since EA-UI is done by the identification of the support in x, not by the accurate

recovery of sparse vector s, support of x can be recovered using ỹ and D = PF
H (the

submatrix of IDFT). Recalling that D is independent of the channel, the channel esti-

mation is unnecessary in the support detection. Third, since k is in general very small,

sparse recovery algorithm can quickly identify the support. Further, transmission and
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Table 2.1: System setup for SVT simulations.

SVT PDCCH with convolution and turbo codes (1/3 rate)

System model 5 MHz bandwidth, 15 kHz spacing, and 1 subframe = 1 ms

FFT size 512 (k=36 in SVT)

Channel model i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel

Number of bit 144 160 (144 for control information and 16 for UID)

Modulation scheme 16-QAM QPSK

decoding latency can be greatly reduced since only a small fraction of early arrived

(time-domain) samples is used for the packet decoding (see Fig. 2.2).

As a final note, one can easily add the error correction capability to EA-UI since

the sparsity of subcarriers lends itself to the addition of error correction mechanism.

For example, when the correlation between adjacent columns in D is large, which

is true for the submatrix of IDFT, an index of a column adjacent to the correct one

might be chosen as a support element incorrectly. Incorrect support element can also

be chosen when the supports of BS and UE are slightly different due to the channel

estimation error or imperfect channel reciprocity. Since k is small (k ⌧ n) in s, by

relaxing the success condition in the support identification, an error can be corrected.

Basic idea of this strategy is to replace the selected index !̂ with the nearest support

element ! 2 ⌦x. In other words, as long as the mismatch level !̂ � ! is smaller

than the properly designed threshold, the error caused by the different supports can be

corrected [9].

2.4 Numerical Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we present the numerical results to evaluate the performance of

SVT. In our simulations, the OFDM systems (with 512 subcarriers) under the i.i.d.

Rayleigh fading channels are used. As performance measures, the block error rate
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Figure 2.3: BLER of URLLC packet transmission (m = 256).

(BLER) and the processing latency (see Table I for detailed setup) are considered. In

Fig. 2.3, the BLER of SVT and PDCCH in 4G LTE are compared. In our simulations,

sizes of payload and non-payload are set to 144 and 16 bits, respectively. Due to the

selective use of good subchannels and also properly designed error correction mech-

anism, SVT outperforms PDCCH by a large margin, achieving more than 5 dB gain

when BLER is 10�2. We next evaluate the average processing latency defined as the

sum of the buffering latency and decoding latency for one OFDM symbol. The pro-

cessing latencies of SVT for m = 256 (73.4µs) and m = 128 (36.7µs) are reduced

by the factor of 56% and 78% over the LTE PDCCH (166.8µs), respectively.

It is worth mentioning that, to decode a packet in 4G LTE/5G NR systems, we need

to receive 7 (4G LTE) or 2 (5G NR) OFDM symbols. Whereas, only one symbol (more

accurately, small part of a symbol as shown in Fig. 2.2) is enough for the proposed

SVT. Additionally, since the required number of samples in the receiver is small, the

BS does not need to transmit whole samples and thus the transmit power can be saved

considerably.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an overview of the sparse vector transmission suitable for

the short packet transmission in machine-centric communication scenarios (mMTC

and URLLC). We discussed basics of SVT with detailed operations, and also demon-

strated the effectiveness of SVT in realistic wireless environments. We observed that

SVT is an effective means to transmit the short packet having many advantages over

the conventional transmission scheme yet much work remains to be done. For exam-

ple, we did not elaborate the coding scheme in this work. Perhaps simplest option is to

combine the channel coding scheme and SVT mechanically. Better option would be to

consider the correlation of the sensing matrix and the quality of channel in the sparse

vector generation and decoding. In designing the coding scheme, we can recycle the

wasted information. In fact, when b bits are mapped into k positions of n-dimensional

vector,
�
n

k

�
� 2b choices would be wasted. By the deliberate mapping of these choices

to the information bits, decoding error probability can be reduced. Also, SVT can sim-

plify complicated transmission procedure. For instance, SVT can be used as a grant

signal in the user scheduling process. It can also be used as a grant-free uplink trans-

mission of the short packet.

As communication between machines proliferates, short packet transmission will

be more popular and will eventually be a dominating transmission mode in machine-

centric wireless systems. We believe that the proposed SVT would serve as a useful

tool in the machine communication era.
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Chapter 3

Channel Aware Sparse Transmission for Ultra Low-latency

Communications in TDD Systems

In this chapter, a low latency uplink access scheme suitable for TDD-based URLLC

systems is introduced. Key feature of the proposed scheme is to transmit the latency

sensitive information without waiting for the transmit direction change. To be specific,

the base station switches the transmit direction to UL right after sending the URLLC

grant signal and hence a mobile device having the latency sensitive information can

access the UL resources quickly. To support the fast uplink access, we introduce a new

grant signaling scheme, referred to as channel-aware sparse transmission (CAST).

Key idea of CAST is to encode the URLLC grant information into a small number of

subcarriers in the OFDM symbol. In doing so, we make the frequency-domain OFDM

symbol vector sparse (see Fig. 3.1). This together with the fact that the sensing matrix

is a submatrix of the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) matrix allows us to

use the compressed sensing (CS) principle in the decoding of the grant signal. It is

now well-known from the theory of CS that an accurate recovery of a sparse vector

is guaranteed with a relatively small number of measurements as long as the sensing

(measurement) process preserves the energy of an input sparse vector [14]. In our

The work of Chapter 3 has been published in part in [11, 12, 13]
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Figure 3.1: Overall description of channel-aware sparse transmission (encoding and

decoding) based on compressed sensing technique. The base station encodes the grant

information (e.g., user ID, timing offset, and transmission band) into the small number

of frequency-domain subcarriers (symbols). After receiving the early measurements ỹ,

mobile device can decode the information using the sparse signal recovery algorithm.

context, this means that a mobile device can accurately decode the grant information

with a small number of early arrived received samples (see Fig. 3.1), which in turn

means that UL access latency (latency of transmission and processing of the grant

signal) can be reduced dramatically. From the performance analysis in terms of the

decoding success probability and also numerical evaluations on the latency sensitive

data transmission, we demonstrate that the proposed CAST scheme is very effective

and achieves fast uplink access. In particular, in a realistic simulation setup, we observe

that CAST achieves more than 80% reduction in the uplink access latency over the 4G

LTE and LTE-Advanced TDD systems.

3.1 Introduction

Future mobile communication systems are expected to change our life by supporting

wide variety of services and applications such as tactile internet, remote control, smart

factories, and driverless vehicles, to name just a few [6]. In order to support these

diverse services and applications, new types of requirements other than the classical
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throughput requirement are needed [15]. One such requirement is the reduction of

latency down to a millisecond level while ensuring reliability of the transmission [16].

To cope with this new requirement and related services, ITU introduced new use case

called ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC) [1]. Since it is not

possible to satisfy the stringent latency requirement by a small makeshift of current

4G LTE systems, an entirely new uplink transmission scheme to support URLLC is

required.

Recently, there have been some studies to achieve the latency reduction in the

downlink transmission [8, 10, 17, 18]. One simple approach is to transmit an urgent

data without any reservations [10]. Also, an approach reserving resources in prior to

the data scheduling has been proposed [8]. In [17], an approach to dynamically multi-

plexing the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and URLLC services has been pro-

posed. Also, a receiver technique to improve the reception quality and latency has been

proposed in [18].

In the uplink direction, however, these approaches might not be applicable since

the uplink transmission is subject to the complicated handshaking procedure with

heavy signaling overhead. Note that the signaling process requires a complicated in-

terplay between the base station and mobile device, and thus it takes quite a bit of time

for a mobile device to initiate the data transmission. Indeed, it has been reported that

the signaling for LTE scheduling takes more than 7ms even for the best scenario [7].

In the future cellular systems, time division duplexing (TDD) system is expected to

be a popular duplexing scheme due to the improved spectrum efficiency, better adap-

tation quality to asymmetric uplink/downlink traffics, low transceiver cost, and better

support of the massive MIMO due to the channel reciprocity [19, 20]. In fact, since

the main NR frequency band (e.g., the mid (3.3-3.8GHz) and high (24.25-29.5GHz)

bands) is allocated as a TDD mode, supporting the URLLC in TDD system is of great

importance [8]. However, satisfying the latency requirement in the TDD systems is

far more difficult since the mobile device cannot transmit the data when the subframe
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is directed to the downlink (DL). Thus, even though there is an urgent information to

transmit, mobile device has no way but to wait until the transmit direction is switched

to the uplink (UL). For example, current 4G LTE TDD systems switch from DL to UL

with half-frame-level (5ms) or frame-level (10ms) period so that the URLLC require-

ments cannot be satisfied with an ordinary processing [21, 22]. One can naturally infer

from this observation that a direct way to reduce the physical layer latency is to shorten

the switching period up to the subframe-level (1ms) period or less. Even in this case,

it is not easy to support the short switching period in current 4G LTE systems due to

the time-consuming and complicated handshaking process.

3.2 Uplink Access Latency in TDD systems

In this section, we briefly review the latency of TDD-based uplink transmission [23].

As mentioned, scheduling procedure is needed in 4G LTE systems to initiate the UL

data transmission. As illustrated in Fig. 3.21, a mobile device sends a scheduling re-

quest (SR) signal to the base station when there is an information to transmit. After

receiving SR, the base station allocates resources and then sends the resource grant

(RG) signal to the mobile device. After receiving and decoding the RG signal, a mo-

bile device begins to transmit the information to the base station in the assigned timing

(resources).

In the scheduling process, uplink access latency Tup, defined as the time duration

from the transmission of the grant signal to the initiation of the data transmission, can

be expressed as the sum of three distinct latency components (see Fig. 3.2):

Tup = Tprop + Tproc + Twait. (3.1)
1In 4G LTE systems, the length of one radio frame is 10ms. Since one radio frame is divided into

10 subframes, the length of each subframe is 1ms. Also, each subframe consists of 14 OFDM symbols

whose length is 66.7µs. Whereas, in the 5G New Radio (NR) systems, multiple numerologies are sup-

ported according to the various subcarrier spacing. In this paper, we consider the standard setting of 1ms

subframe length with 15kHz subcarrier spacing.
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• Tprop, called the propagation latency, is the time for a signal to travel from the

base station to the mobile device

• Tproc is the processing latency for the grant signal

• Twait is the waiting latency for the transmit direction change

Among these latency components, we put our emphasis on the reduction of the ma-

jor components Tproc and Twait
2. First, Tproc can be divided into two components: 1)

the buffering latency Tbuff (the time to receive the grant signal) and 2) the decoding la-

tency Tdec (the time to decode the grant information). For example, it takes around 1ms

to buffer and decode the grant signal in the current 4G LTE systems [7]. Clearly, this

time would be too large to satisfy the URLLC latency requirement3. Twait is caused by

the periodic direction change in the TDD systems (see Fig. 3.2). Since the current LTE

TDD systems switch the transmit direction every 5ms or 10ms, a mobile device should

wait until the direction is switched to UL to transmit the urgent data (even if the grant

signaling is finished successfully). Since this long switching period cannot satisfy the

URLLC latency requirement, an access scheme with ultra short DL-to-UL switching

period is needed for the success of URLLC. When the switching period is short, one

can notice that Tproc would be a bottleneck to support fast UL access. This is because

a mobile device has enough time to decode the grant signal in the conventional TDD

systems since the switching period (e.g., 5ms in LTE TDD systems) is much larger

than Tproc. However, when the switching period is very short (e.g, 1ms subframe-level

switching), conventional grant signaling mechanism requiring all the received samples

(e.g., 1024 samples in one OFDM symbol) to decode the grant information would not

be a viable option due to the large Tproc (e.g., 1ms in LTE systems). In the following
2The propagation latency Tprop depends on the distance between the base station and mobile device.

Hence, we consider it as a constant when the cell size is given.
3In order to support URLLC services, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) sets an aggressive

requirement that a packet should be delivered with 10�5 packet error rate within 1ms transmission pe-

riod [16].
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Figure 3.2: An example of the scheduling-based uplink transmission in TDD systems.

D and U denote the downlink subframe and uplink subframe, respectively. S is a spe-

cial subframe required for switching the transmit direction. We assume that the uplink

data is generated at the beginning of n-th radio frame.

section, we describe the proposed CAST scheme to reduce Tproc of the grant signal.

3.3 Channel-aware Sparse Transmission

3.3.1 System Description of CAST

Fig. 3.1 depicts the block diagram of the proposed CAST scheme. When designing the

grant signal s, the base station picks a small number, say k out of N , of subcarriers.

For example, if the second and fifth subcarriers are chosen in the grant signal s, then

s = [0 s1 0 0 s2 0 · · · 0] (s1 and s2 are the symbols) and thus the support of s is

⌦ = {2, 5}. In the CAST scheme, the granted (scheduled) user ID is encoded to the

positions of the selected subcarriers4 and the remaining grant information (e.g., uplink

timing and transmission band) is encoded into the symbols. We will say more about

the encoding operation of CAST in Section III-B.

As mentioned, by using only small number of subcarriers, we make the grant sig-
4When the base station picks k subcarriers out of N , then there are

�
N

k

�
user IDs in total. In the above

example, ⌦ = {2, 5} is a user ID.
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nal vector s sparse. After the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), the time-domain

sample vector st = [st(1) · · · st(N)]T is transmitted through the fading channel. The

relationship between the transmit sparse grant signal s and the received time-domain

samples y can be expressed as

y = Hst + v

= HF
⇤
s+ v (3.2)

where H 2 CN⇥N is the channel matrix, F⇤ 2 CN⇥N is the IDFT matrix, and v ⇠

CN
�
0,�2

v

�
is the additive Gaussian noise vector. Since the channel matrix H is the

circulant matrix after removing the cyclic prefix, it can be eigen-decomposed by DFT

matrix, i.e., H = F
⇤
⇤F where ⇤ is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry �ii is

the frequency-domain channel response for the i-th subcarrier. Thus, we have

y = (F⇤
⇤F)F⇤

s+ v (3.3)

= F
⇤
⇤s+ v (3.4)

= F
⇤
x+ v (3.5)

where x = ⇤s. It is worth mentioning that the supports of s and x are the same (i.e.,

nonzero positions of s and x are the same).

In the context of CS, x and F
⇤ serve as the input vector and sensing matrix, re-

spectively. Since F⇤ preserves the signal energy of x, by using properly chosen sparse

recovery algorithm, the sparse vector x can be readily recovered from y with a small

number of measurements. Interestingly, this means that we only need a small number

of early arrived samples in y to decode the grant informations. The corresponding par-

tial measurement vector ỹ 2 Cm⇥1(m ⌧ N) constructed from early arrived samples

can be expressed as

ỹ = ⇧y (3.6)

= ⇧F
⇤
x+ ṽ (3.7)

= Ax+ ṽ (3.8)
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where⇧ = [Im 0m⇥(N�m)] is the matrix to select the first m samples among N time-

domain samples, ṽ = ⇧v is the modified noise vector, and A = ⇧F
⇤ is the partial

IDFT matrix consisting of the first m consecutive rows of F⇤.

As mentioned, the grant information is conveyed from both subcarrier indices and

symbols and thus the decoding process is divided into two steps: 1) support identifica-

tion to find out the nonzero positions of s vector and 2) symbol detection in nonzero

positions. First, for the decoding of the granted user ID, a mobile device needs to iden-

tify the support of x, which is done by the sparse recovery algorithm [24, 25]. After

identifying the support ⌦, a mobile device decodes the remaining grant information by

detecting the symbol vector ŝ⌦. Note that, after removing the components associated

with the non-support elements in (3.8), the system model can be converted into the

overdetermined system model (m > k). For example, if ⌦ = {2, 5}, then the system

model in (3.8) is simplified to ỹ = [a2 a5]


x2

x5

�
+ṽ. In detecting symbols x2 and

x5, conventional technique such as the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)

estimator followed by the symbol slicer can be used.

The benefits of CAST can be summarized as follows. First and foremost, support

identification for the decoding of the grant signal s is done with a small number of

time-domain samples. When compared to the conventional signaling mechanism in

which all received samples are needed to decode the grant information, buffering la-

tency Tbuff can be reduced by the factor of m/N . For example, if m = 128 and

N = 1024, then Tbuff would be reduced by the factor of 1/85. Second, a channel

information is unnecessary in the support identification process. Recall that the sens-

ing matrix A in (3.8) is constructed only by the submatrix of IDFT matrix and what

we need to do is to find out the nonzero positions of x = ⇤s, not the actual values.

Thus, we do not need the channel information in the support identification process.
5Based on the principle of CS, an accurate recovery of the sparse vector is possible as long as m �

ck logN where c is the scaling constant (c ⇡ 4 as a ballpark number [14]). For instance, when N = 1024

and k = 3, one can readily apply CS technique with m ⇡ 120 measurements.
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Figure 3.3: Column correlation between a!p
and a!q

as a function of index difference

|!p � !q| (N = 1024).

Third, the implementation cost and the computational complexity of CAST is very

low. In particular, since the sparsity k is small6 and also known to the mobile device,

one can decode the grant information using a simple sparse recovery algorithm such as

orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [26]. We will show in the next subsections that by

choosing nonzero positions deliberately, support identification can be finished in just

two iterations.

3.3.2 Encoding Operation in CAST

Since the decoding of the grant signal is done by the support identification, accurate

identification of the support is of great importance for the success of CAST. In general,

when the system matrix is generated at random, the support identification performance
6The size of grant information excluding the user ID would be tiny for most of URLLC scenarios [10].

Hence, the small number k of subcarriers is enough to convey the information. For example, when packet

consists of 16 bits for grant information and 64 bits for user ID (RNTI), then we can use N = 1024 and

k = 8 subcarriers with the QPSK modulation.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the CAST-based access in the TDD systems.

would not be affected by the choice of support. In the CAST scheme, however, the

system matrix is constructed from IDFT matrix and the sparse vector x = ⇤s is the

product of the frequency-domain channel ⇤ and the sparse grant signal s so that both

system matrix and channel state affect the decoding performance.

First, support identification performance depends heavily on the channel state. For

example, if a selected subcarrier si undergoes a deep fading in the frequency-selective

channel (i.e., �ii ⇡ 0), then an accurate identification of the nonzero position xi =

�iisi would not be possible. Since the DL channel information can be derived from

the UL channel estimation via the channel reciprocity in TDD systems [20], it would

be desirable to choose indices of subcarriers having the highest subchannel gains as

support elements (i.e., ⌦ = arg max
|⌦|=k

kh⌦k2). In doing so, one can reduce the chance

of the decoding failure significantly.

Second, the support identification performance depends also on the correlation

between columns in the system matrix A. In many greedy sparse recovery algorithms,

such as OMP, an index of a column in A that is maximally correlated to the partial

measurement ỹ is chosen as an estimate of the support element [26]. Therefore, if
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two columns of A are strongly correlated and only one of these is associated with

the nonzero values in x, then it might not be easy to distinguish the right column

(column associated with the nonzero value) from wrong one in the presence of noise.

Fortunately, since all entries of A = ⇧F
⇤ are known in advance, we can alleviate this

event by considering the column correlation of A in the support selection. Specifically,

let f(!p,!q) be the correlation between !p and !q-th columns in A, then we have

f(!p,!q) =
1

m

�����

mX

l=1

e�j2⇡(!p�1)(l�1)/Nej2⇡(!q�1)(l�1)/N

�����

=
1

m

�����
sin ⇡m(!p�!q)

N

sin ⇡(!p�!q)

N

����� . (3.9)

Since f(!p,!q) depends only on the absolute difference between !p and !q, we will

henceforth denote it as f(|!p � !q|). One can easily see that columns a!p
and a!q

are (near) orthogonal (i.e., f(|!p � !q|) ⇡ 0) if |!p � !q| ⇡ cN
m

for some integer c

(see Fig. 3.3). Thus, by choosing the subcarrier indices from the set of the orthogonal

columns in A, accuracy of the support identification can be improved significantly.

In summary, the support selection rule considering the channel state and system

matrix is given by

⌦ = arg max
|⌦|=k,⌦✓�

kh⌦k2 (3.10)

where � is the index set of the orthogonal columns. Overall grant procedure can be

summarized as follows. First, each and every mobile device finds its own support ⌦

(user ID) using (3.10). Exploiting the channel reciprocity, the base station can also

figure out the user IDs of all mobile devices using (3.10). Second, after receiving SR,

the base station transmits the CAST-based grant signal to the desired mobile device.

Using a small number of early arrived received samples, the mobile device can decode

the grant signal. Specifically, if the decoded support ⌦̂ is equivalent to its own support

⌦ (i.e., ⌦̂ = ⌦), the grant signal is decoded successfully and thus the mobile device

sends the (latency sensitive) information immediately (see Fig. 3.4). The proposed

CAST-based access procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The proposed CAST-based access
Input: h 2 CN , A 2 Cm⇥N , k 2 N, ⌃ = {1, · · · , N}

1: Mobile device finds its own support ⌦ and base station selects support of the

granted user via the following 3 steps

2: !⇤ = argmax
!2⌃

kh!k2 [Select index corresponding to the maximal channel gain]

3: � = {� 2 ⌃ | f(�,!⇤) ⇡ 0} [ {!⇤} [Design the index set of (near) orthogonal

columns]

4: ⌦ = arg max
|⌦|=k,⌦✓�

kh⌦k2 [Determine ⌦ corresponding to the k largest channel

gains]

5: Base station transmits the CAST-based grant signal s using ⌦

6: Using a small number of early arrived samples, the mobile device decodes the

CAST signals

7: After the decoding, a mobile device sends the latency sensitive information imme-

diately

3.3.3 Decoding Process in CAST

Basic Decoding

As mentioned, key operation of the CAST decoding is to find out the support ⌦. In

other words, main task of decoding is to find k nonzero positions of x vector from the

received vector ỹ = Ax+ ṽ. Note that this setup is common in many CS studies [2].

In our case, by exploiting the orthogonality of the columns associated with nonzero

positions of x, we can further simplify the support identification process.

To be specific, in the first iteration, a column maximally correlated with ỹ is chosen

as an estimate of support element !̂i. Since columns associated with the support ⌦ are

chosen from the set of orthogonal columns, remaining columns should be orthogonal

to the column chosen in the first iteration. In the second iteration, therefore, we choose

k � 1 best columns among those orthogonal to the firstly chosen column. Thus, in

contrast to the conventional greedy sparse algorithm in which k iterations are required,
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the proposed CAST decoding is finished with only two iterations. After this, a mobile

device checks whether it is granted or not by comparing the decoded support ⌦̂ and

its own support ⌦. If ⌦̂ = ⌦, remaining grant information is obtained by decoding the

symbols associated with the support position.

⌧ -close Support Identification

Since the correlation between the adjacent columns in A = ⇧F
⇤ is large (see (3.9)), a

column adjacent to the correct one might be chosen as a support element by mistake.

To avoid this type of mistake, we propose an improved scheme relaxing the success

condition in the support identification. Basic idea of the proposed strategy, called ⌧ -

close support identification, is to regard the selected index as the correct one if the

selected position is close to the true one. That is, a chosen index !̂i is considered

as the correct one if it is not too far away from the true index !i 2 ⌦, i.e., !̂i 2

{!i � ⌧ + 1, · · · ,!i, · · · ,!i + ⌧ � 1} (see Fig. 3.5)7. In fact, as long as ⌧ is smaller

than the half of the minimum distance between any two orthogonal columns, a chosen

index !̂i can be replaced by !i and thus the decoding error can be prevented. Since x

is the sparse vector and hence the number of nonzero elements is small, as long as the

difference between !̂i and !i is small, there would not be any confusion caused by the

⌧ -close support identification.

In Fig. 3.6, we plot the success probability for the first iteration. As discussed, since

k � 1 columns chosen in the second iteration are orthogonal to the column chosen in

the first iteration, successful decoding in the first iteration is crucial for the success

of the overall CAST decoding. In our simulations, we compare the CAST decoding

performance with and without the ⌧ -close support identification. We observe that the

⌧ -close support identification is very effective and outperforms the conventional sup-
7In a practical scenario, due to the channel variation or mismatch in the transmitter and receiver

circuitry, the channel reciprocity might not be perfect. Due to this reason, the true support chosen by

the mobile device might be slightly different from that chosen by the base station. By using the ⌧ -close

support identification, this type of decoding failure can be also prevented.
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port identification by a large margin, which will be translated into the gain in decoding

performance. For example, when m = 128, the ⌧ -close support identification is per-

fect in most of SNR regimes under test but the conventional support identification

performs poor and cannot be better than 0.8. In Algorithm 2, we summarize a refined

CAST decoding algorithm incorporating the ⌧ -close support identification.

3.3.4 CAST Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we present the success probability of user identification in the pro-

posed CAST scheme. By the successful user identification, we mean that all the true

support elements are chosen by the CAST decoding process (i.e., ⌦̂ = ⌦). As men-

tioned, one support element is chosen in the first iteration and the remaining k � 1

support elements are chosen in the second iteration. Thus, the success probability of
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Algorithm 2 The proposed CAST decoding algorithm
Input: ỹ 2 Cm, A 2 Cm⇥N , k 2 N, ⌧ 2 N, h 2 CN

1: !̂1 = argmax
!

ka⇤!ỹk2
2: � = {� 2 ⌃ | f(�, !̂1) ⇡ 0}

3: (Identification) Select indices {!̂t}t=2,...,k corresponding to k � 1 largest entries

in A
⇤
�
ỹ

4: ⌦̂ = {!̂1, !̂2, · · · , !̂k}

5: (⌧ -close support identification) Check |!̂i � !i| < ⌧ for i 2 {1, · · · , k}

6: if ⌧ -close support identification is successful then

7: (Estimation of s̃⌦) s̃⌦ = argmax
u

kỹ �A⌦⇤⌦uk2
8: (Symbol slicing) ŝ⌦ = Q(s̃⌦)

9: end if

Output: ⌦̂, ŝ⌦

user identification is expressed as

Psucc = P(⌦̂ = ⌦) (3.11)

= P(S1, S2) (3.12)

= P(S1)P(S2 |S1), (3.13)

where S1 is the event that the index chosen in the first iteration is successful and S2 is

the event that k � 1 indices chosen in the second iteration are successful.

Our main result for the first iteration P
�
S1
�

is as follows.

Proposition 1 The success probability of the first iteration in the CAST decoding sat-

isfies

P(S1) � P

✓
kṽk2 

r
↵m

2k
(1� ⇢) khk1

◆
, (3.14)

where kṽk2 is the `2-norm of the noise ṽ, ↵ is the desired SNR, m is the number

of measurements, ⇢ =
kP

p=1

1

m

����sin
⇡(2i!p+1)

2m

����
where i!p

(!p 2 ⌦) depends on the index
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chosen in the first iteration, k is the number of nonzero elements, and khk1 is the

maximum channel gain.

Proof: See Appendix A. ⇤ Since the obtained lower bound of P
�
S1
�

in

(3.14) depends on two random variables kṽk2 and khk1, to compute the lower bound

of P
�
S1
�
, we take the expectation of the conditional probability P

�
S1 | khk1

�
with

respect to the condition khk1 = r. That is,

P
�
S1
�
=

Z 1

0

P
�
S1 | khk1 = r

�
fkhk1(r)dr (3.15)

�
Z 1

0

P
⇣
kṽk22 

↵m

2k
(1� ⇢)2 r2

⌘
fkhk1(r)dr (3.16)

where fkhk1(r) = Nre�
r
2

2

✓
1� e�

r
2

2

◆
N�1

8. Since ṽ ⇠ CN (0, 1), kṽk2
2

is a Chi-

squared random variable with 2m degree of freedom (DoF). Using the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of kṽk2
2
, we have

P
�
S1
�
�

Z 1

0

�
⇣
m, ↵m

2k
(1� ⇢)2 r2

⌘

�(m)
Nre�

r
2

2

✓
1� e�

r
2

2

◆
N�1

dr, (3.17)

where �(a) and �(a, b) are a complete gamma function and an incomplete gamma

function, respectively.

We next present the success probability for the second iteration when the first

iteration is successful.

Proposition 2 The success probability of the second iteration in the CAST decoding

satisfies

P
�
S2|S1

�
� [1� F (1|2, 2, ⇣)](k�1)(m�k) , (3.18)

8For analytic simplicity, we use the i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel model for h [7].
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where F (·) is the CDF of the non-central F-distribution9 and ⇣ is the noncentrality

parameter depending on the channel realization.

Proof: See Appendix B. ⇤ From Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we obtain the

final result for Psucc as follows.

Theorem 3 The probability that the CAST-encoded packet is decoded successfully sat-

isfies

Psucc � [1� F (1|2, 2, ⇣)](k�1)(m�k)

·
Z 1

0

�
⇣
m, ↵m

2k
(1� ⇢)2 r2

⌘

�(m)
Nre�

r
2

2

✓
1� e�

r
2

2

◆
N�1

dr. (3.20)

Proof: Using (3.17) and (3.18), we obtain the desired result. ⇤
In order to judge the effectiveness of the obtained lower bound in (3.20), we plot

the theoretical bound and empirical simulation results as a function of SNR for m (see

Fig. 3.7). In this figure, we plot the error probability of user identification defined as

1 � Psucc. In our simulations, we compute the empirical averages to approximate the

expectations with respect to ⇢ and ⇣. From these results, we observe that the obtained

bound is tight, in particular for high SNR regime. In the middle SNR regime, on the

other hand, we observe some gap between the theoretical and empirical simulation

results. The gap is because the use of 1) an upper bound of column correlation and

2) the inequalities such as triangular inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. From

this figure, we also observe that the success probability increases sharply when the

number of measurements m increases. For example, if m is doubled from 128 to 256,

we can achieve more than 5 dB gain in performance.
9The non-central F -distribution is described by the quotient (X/n1)/(Y/n2) with the CDF given by

F (x|n1, n2,�) =
1X

r=0
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where the numerator X has a non-central chi-squared distribution with n1 degrees of freedom and the

denominator Y has a central chi-squared distribution n2 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 3.7: Empirical simulation results and upper bound of the error probability of

support identification (N = 1024 and ⌧ = 2).

In many URLLC applications, latency and reliability are equally important and

thus both should be considered in the system design and evaluation [27]. In the pro-

posed scheme, when m increases, the reliability will be improved but the latency will

also increase due to the increase of the buffering latency and decoding latency. In

Fig. 3.8, we plot the mean access latency required to complete the CAST procedure

for different values of m. Note, if either the support identification or symbol detec-

tion is failed, the CAST procedure is repeated. We observe that the proposed CAST

scheme achieves the low access latency and also good decoding performance. For ex-

ample, when m is reduced from 1024 to 256, the access latency is reduced by the

factor of 35%. However, when m is too small, the access latency is rather increased,

in particular for low SNR regime, since in this case the CAST decoding can be failed

and hence the entire process needs to be repeated.
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Figure 3.8: Average access latency for the uplink transmission as a function of SNR

(N = 1024, k = 9, and ⌧ = 2)

3.4 Simulation Results

In this section, we present the numerical results to evaluate the decoding performance

and access latency of the proposed CAST. In our simulations, we consider the OFDM-

based TDD systems with N = 1024 subcarriers. As a channel model, we use the

i.i.d Rayleigh fading channels. For comparison, we use two different approaches in the

support selection. In the first approach, we choose the subcarriers uniformly at random

among N subcarriers. In the second approach, we choose the support by the proposed

selection rule (Algorithm 1). In the decoding process, we use the proposed decoding

algorithm (Algorithm 2) with ⌧ -close support identification (⌧ = 2). As performance

metrics, we use the success probability of support identification, symbol error rate

(SER), and also average access latency. The access latency is defined as the sum of the

waiting latency Twait and processing time Tproc in (3.1).

In Fig. 3.9, we evaluate the success probability of the support identification as a
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Figure 3.9: Decoding success probability of the proposed CAST scheme as a funtion

of m under three different SNRs (N = 1024, k = 6, and ⌧ = 2).

function of m for various SNRs (SNR = �3dB, 0dB, and 5dB). Simulation results

demonstrate that the proposed CAST scheme achieves a significant reduction in the

number of received samples. When compared to the conventional signaling mecha-

nism in which all received samples are needed to decode the grant information, CAST

requires much smaller number of samples. For example, CAST requires only 7.8%

(m = 80 at 5 dB) of the received samples, which directly implies that the buffering

latency Tbuff can be reduced by the factor of 92.2% (see Section III.A).

In Fig. 3.10(a), we evaluate the success probability of the support identification

for various sparsity levels (k = 4, 8, and 12). We observe that only 10% (k = 4) and

15% (k = 12) of the received samples are needed to decode the grant information.

This behavior, however, cannot be achieved in the random support selection approach.

For instance, if k increases from 4 to 12, the required number of samples to achieve

40% success probability increases from 38 samples to 75 samples in the proposed

support selection rule but that for the random support selection rule increases from 57
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Figure 3.10: CAST performances as a function of m (N = 1024, SNR = 3dB, and

⌧ = 2) : (a) Decoding success probability for different sparsity level (k = 4, 8 and 12).

(b) Average latency for the CAST procedure.
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Figure 3.11: Symbol error rate for various number of received samples (N = 1024,

k = 10, and ⌧ = 2). In these simulations, the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)

modulation is used.

to 256. Also, we investigate the average latency for performing the CAST process (see

Fig. 3.10(b)). These results clearly demonstrate that the proposed support selection

rule (in Sec III.B) is very effective in reducing the latency. For example, if k increases

from 4 to 8, the latency for the proposed support selection rule is about the same but

that for the random support selection increases 2 times at m = 160.

In Fig. 3.11, we plot the SER performance of the proposed CAST scheme for two

different number of measurements (m = 128 and 256). We observe that the proposed

selection rule outperforms the random selection rule by a large margin. For example,

when m = 256, the proposed selection rule achieves 10�4 SER performance at SNR =

10 dB but the random selection approach cannot achieve this level of reliability even

at high SNR.

In order to verify the robustness of CAST in real scenario, we test the block error

rate (BLER) of CAST and the physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) in 4G
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Figure 3.12: Block error rate of the CAST scheme and PDCCH using the perfect chan-

nel information and the estimated channel information.

when the channel is estimated. As shown in Fig. 3.12, we observe that the CAST

scheme outperforms the PDCCH, achieving more than 6 dB gain over the conventional

PDCCH at 10�4 BLER point. We also observe that the proposed scheme is insensitive

to the channel estimation error. For example, when BLER= 10�4, the gap between the

perfect channel and imperfect channel for the proposed scheme is less than 1 dB but

that for the PDCCH is around 3 dB.

Finally, we evaluate the access latency of CAST-based TDD system in Table. 3.1.

In our simulation, we consider the LTE-TDD system (Rel. 13) and minislot-based NR

TDD system (Rel. 15)10 as references. The access latency in (3.1) can be expressed as

Tup = Twait + Tprop + Tproc = Twait + Tprop +
⇣

m

fs
+ Tdec

⌘
where m is the number

10NR TDD system can flexibly schedule the UL data using the mini-slot (2,4 or 7 OFDM symbols)

transmission. Using the mini-slot transmission, the switching period of NR TDD systems is shortened

significantly and hence quick transmit direction change is possible. In this simulation, we use 2 OFDM

symbols as a mini-slot.
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Table 3.1: Average latency under two different TDD configuration

Conventional Minislot-based CAST-based

LTE TDD NR TDD TDD

DL:UL=9:1 5.56ms 1.19ms 0.71ms

DL:UL=8:2 3.82ms 1.16ms 0.68ms

of received samples and fs is the sampling frequency. When carrying out the mini-slot

based access and CAST-based access, the base station changes the transmit direction

into UL right after sending the grant signal and thus the mobile device can transmit the

latency sensitive data without waiting for the periodic transmit direction change (i.e.,

Twait ⇡ 0). We use two TDD configurations with the different DL-UL ratio (9:1 and

8:2) and generate one URLLC packet in every two subframes. In case of DL:UL=9:1

configuration, the access latency of the CAST-based TDD system (0.71 ms) is reduced

by the factor of 87% and 40% over the LTE TDD system (5.56 ms) and NR TDD

system (1.19 ms), respectively. In a similar way, the access latency is also reduced by

the factor of 82% and 41% for the DL:UL=8:2 configuration. These results demon-

strate that the CAST-based access is effective in the URLLC packet transmission. In

particular, when compared to the minislot-based NR TDD systems, we observe that

the latency reduction obtained from CAST is non-negligible and meaningful. This is

because Tproc is reduced substantially by using a small number of the received samples

and simple decoding algorithm (see Section III.C).

3.5 Summary

In this paper, we proposed the ultra low latency access scheme based on the CAST

for URLLC. Our work is motivated by the observation that waiting time to switch the

transmit direction and processing time for the grant signal are quite large in TDD sys-

tems. The key idea behind the proposed CAST scheme is to transform a URLLC grant
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information into the sparse symbol vector and to exploit the sparse recovery algorithm

in decoding the sparse signal. As long as the number of subcarriers is small enough

and the measurements contain enough information to figure out the support and decode

the grant information, accurate decoding of the CAST scheme can be guaranteed. We

demonstrated from the numerical evaluations that the proposed CAST scheme is very

effective in TDD-based URLLC scenarios. In this paper, we restricted our attention to

the URLLC scenario but we believe that there are many interesting extensions worth

investigating, such as the diversity support, machine learning-based CAST, and CAST

for the FDD systems.
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Chapter 4

Partial Sample Transmission and Deep Neural Decod-

ing for URLLC V2X System

This chapter will propose a ultra low-latency packet transmission scheme suitable

for the mission-critical V2X scenarios. In the proposed scheme, dubbed partial sam-

ple transmission (PST), a receiving vehicle can decode a packet without waiting for

the arrival of a whole packet. Key distinctive feature of PST over the conventional

transmission scheme is that the transmit information is converted into a sparse symbol

vector and then decoded using a small number of received (time-domain) samples. In

the transmit vehicle, information is mapped to the position of the subcarrier vector

in the frequency domain. This together with the fact that the submatrix of inverse dis-

crete Fourier transform (IDFT) matrix serves as a system matrix (a.k.a. sensing matrix)

allows us to use the compressed sensing (CS) principle in the decoding of sparse trans-

mit vector. Main premise of CS is that an input sparse vector can be recovered with a

small number of measurements under the proper sensing mechanism [2]. Beauty of the

proposed approach is that while we maintain the OFDM-based mechanism, meaning

that with a minimal change in the encoder, a receiving vehicle can accurately decode

the PST packet using a small portion of time-domain samples. In particular, by pick-

The work of Chapter 4 has been published in part in [28, 29].
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ing firstly arrived samples in an OFDM symbol (say only 25% of whole samples), we

can significantly reduce the latency associated with the transmission, buffering, and

decoding.

In the decoding process, instead of using the conventional sparse recovery algo-

rithms, we employ a novel approach based on the deep learning (DL). In the receiving

vehicle’s perspective, when the number of received samples decreases, the PST sys-

tem model becomes more underdetermined, resulting in a highly correlated columns

in the sensing matrix. To mitigate the decoding error caused by this, we exploit the

DL, a learning-based approach to approximate the complicated and nonlinear func-

tion [30, 62, 32]. In our decoding scheme, called deep PST (D-PST), a deep neu-

ral network (DNN) learns the nonlinear mapping between the received signal vector

and nonzero position of transmit sparse vector (a.k.a. support). In the test phase (i.e.,

real decoding phase), by using the learned correlation structure as a prior information,

an ambiguity among correlated supports can be better resolved and thus the D-PST

scheme identifies the support accurately. Since the learning process is performed of-

fline, time and effort in the training phase does not affect the real operation.

4.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of intelligent transportation systems (ITS), a growing

number of vehicular applications have emerged to provide an entirely new experience

in our daily life [33, 34, 35]. Among various vehicular applications, mission-critical

vehicular services such as vehicle platooning, safety alarming, and remote driving

play a vital role in the blueprint of the future ITS. These services are accelerating

the need for the well-organized vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications includ-

ing vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and vehicle-to-network

(V2N). For example, in the platooning scenarios where vehicles form a coordinated

group with low inter-vehicle spacing, autonomous vehicles share their trajectories and
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Figure 4.1: Description of the V2X systems supported by the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and vehicle-to-network (V2N) communications.

driving intentions with each other to guarantee the vehicle safety [36]. Since the inter-

vened vehicles should decode the information accurately and quickly, reliability and

latency are of great importance to ensure the quality of services (QoS) of V2X system.

To accommodate the emerging services requiring low end-to-end latency with high

reliability, ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) has been intro-

duced as a new service category in 5G New Radio (NR) [?, 10]. In order to support

URLLC, 3GPP sets a strict requirement that a packet should be delivered with 10�5

packet error rate within 1 msec end-to-end latency [37, 38]. In the current 4G LTE-

based V2X systems, referred to as cellular V2X (C-V2X), it is very difficult to satisfy

the URLLC requirements since multiple OFDM symbols should be processed to de-

code a data packet. In fact, a group of 7 symbols spanning 12 subcarriers (0.5 msec ⇥

180 kHz) called a resource block (RB) is used in LTE as a basic scheduling unit [7].

In order to decode RB, a mobile device has to receive 7 OFDM symbols, which takes

0.5 msec just for the buffering of samples. Since it takes almost 0.5 msec to perform
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the control signaling (e.g., PDCCH transmission), it is not possible to satisfy the la-

tency requirement of URLLC with an ordinary receiver processing in 4G LTE [18].

This situation has been relaxed in 5G NR due to the short transmission mode called

the minislot transmission but it is still not enough to support the mission-critical appli-

cations since the time for buffering samples is too large to satisfy the stringent latency

requirement (e.g., less than 0.1 msec for the fully-automated driving [36]).

4.2 Receiver Processing Latency in Sidelink Transmission

In this section, we briefly review the receiver processing latency TRx in the V2X

sidelink transmission. In Fig. 4.1, we describe the V2X systems consisting of the V2V

network, the V2I network, and the V2N network. In order to send a packet using the

sidelink, a UE needs to acquire the control information (e.g., sidelink scheduling in-

formation and sidelink allocation information) from the base station (BS). Then, the

transmit UE directly delivers the packet to the receiving UE without intervening the

BS [36]. In the sidelink transmission, since the complicated network procedures such

as the link establishment and the resource allocation are already completed by the core

network, a time caused by the physical layer operations becomes a major component

in the end-to-end latency.

At the receiving UE, a duration from the beginning of the sample transmission to

the end of the decoding process can be expressed as the sum of three distinct latency

components (see Fig. 4.2):

TRx = Tprop + Tbuff + Tdec. (4.1)

• Tprop is the propagation latency, which corresponds to the time for a signal to

travel from the transmit UE to the receiving UE

• Tbuff is the time to receive the transmitted signal

• Tdec is the time to decode the transmit information
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: An illustration of the receiver processing latency TRx in (a) the RB-based

sidelink transmission and (b) partial slot-based sidelink transmission. In both scenar-

ios, the buffering latency Tbuff accounts for a significant portion of TRx.
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Among these delay components, we primarily focus on the reduction of the buffering

latency Tbuff since Tbuff is much larger than Tprop and Tdec. Indeed, when the dis-

tance between the transmit UE and the receiving UE is in the order of tens ⇠ hundreds

of meters, Tprop becomes very tiny (e.g., 0.1 µs for 30 m spacing). When compared

to the latency requirement of the physical layer (i.e., less than 0.1 msec), Tprop can be

negligible. Also, by using the low-complexity decoding and parallel processing, Tdec

can be controlled under a few microseconds.

As mentioned, when delivering a packet in a form of RB in LTE C-V2X systems, a

receiving UE needs to receive 7 symbols so that Tbuff equals one slot period (i.e., 0.5

msec) (see Fig. 4.2(a)). Clearly, this time is too large to meet the latency requirement in

physical layer. In order to reduce Tbuff in NR V2X system, a short transmission mode

called partial slot transmission has been introduced [36]. In the partial slot transmis-

sion, only a few symbols in a slot are used for the sidelink and the remaining symbols

are reserved for the downlink or uplink transmissions (see Fig. 4.2(b)). In this scheme,

a receiving UE buffers the time-domain samples corresponding to the partial slot sym-

bols to initiate the decoding process so that the buffering time Tbuff can be reduced

substantially. For example, when 2 ⇠ 3 symbols are used for the partial slot trans-

mission, Tbuff would be 0.15 ⇠ 0.3 msec. One can deduce from this discussion that

conventional transmission scheme might not be a viable option to support the mission-

critical V2X applications (e.g., accident alarming and emergency response).

4.3 Partial Sample Transmission

In this section, we present the proposed PST scheme. Key feature of the proposed

scheme is that the transmit UE encodes the input sidelink information in a form of the

sparse OFDM symbol and the receiving UE decodes the information using a partially-

buffered samples. While 4G LTE requires 7 OFDM symbols and 5G NR needs 2 sym-

bols for the packet decoding, only small part of one symbol is enough to decode the
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packet in PST.

4.3.1 System Description of PST

Fig. 4.3(a) depicts the overall description of the PST scheme. In order to convert the

transmit information into a sparse vector x, a transmit UE chooses a small number of

subcarriers (say k out of N ). As an example, when the first and fourth subcarriers are

picked, then x = [x1 0 0 x2 · · · 0]T where xi is the i-th symbol in x and the support

(i.e., set of nonzero positions) of x is ⌦x = {1, 4}. Distinctive feature of PST over the

conventional transmission scheme is that both positions as well as symbols are used

to convey the information. When we choose k nonzero elements in N positions (k ⌧

N), we have
�
N

k

�
choices and thus blog2

�
N

k

�
c bits information can be encoded into

the position of x. For simplicity, we assume that the modulation order is the same for

all nonzero positions (if QPSK transmission is assumed, then bs = 2 bit per symbol).

Then kbs bits can be encoded to the active symbols (symbols in the nonzero positions)

and thus one PST block transmits blog2
�
N

k

�
c+ kbs bits in total.

After the sparse transformation, rest operations are the same as normal OFDM

operation. After the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), the time-domain sample

vector is xt = Fx where F 2 CN⇥N is the IDFT matrix. After adding the cyclic

prefix (CP), the relationship between the transmit sparse vector x and the received

time-domain sample vector y is

y = Hxt + n

= HFx+ n (4.2)

where H 2 CN⇥N is the circulant channel matrix and n is the additive Gaussian

noise vector. Since H is a circulant matrix, it can be eigen-decomposed by the DFT

matrix F
⇤ (i.e., H = F⌃F

⇤ where ⌃ is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry �ii
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Figure 4.3: The proposed PST scheme: (a) the block diagram of the PST and (b) the

reception latency TRx of PST.
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corresponds to the frequency channel of the i-th subcarrier). Therefore, we have

y = (F⌃F⇤)Fx+ n (4.3)

= F⌃x+ n. (4.4)

Let s = ⌃x be a composite of the sparse vector and the frequency channel, then we

have

y = Fs+ n. (4.5)

Note that the supports (sets of nonzero positions) of x and s are the same (i.e., ⌦x =

⌦s).

Based on the CS theory, as long as the sensing mechanism preserves the energy

of an input sparse vector, k-sparse vector can be accurately recovered with a small

number of measurements m = ck logN (c is a constant) [2]. In our context, since

s and F correspond to the sparse vector and the sensing matrix, s can be recovered

from partial measurements of y. In other words, a small portion of the received time-

domain samples in y is enough to decode the transmit information in the receiving UE.

Since the decoding performance would not be affected by the choice of partial samples

(see Section IV-A), it would be better to use firstly arrived samples in y. In doing so,

the receiver processing latency TRx can be reduced significantly (see Fig. 4.3(b)). The

corresponding partial measurement vector ỹ 2 Cm⇥1(m ⌧ N) is

ỹ = �y (4.6)

= �Fs+ ñ (4.7)

= �s+ ñ (4.8)

where � = [Im 0m⇥(N�m)] is the selection matrix to take the first m samples among

N time-domain samples, ñ = �n is the sampled noise vector, and � = �F is the

submatrix of IDFT constructed from the first m consecutive rows of F (see Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: System model for the proposed PST scheme.

Since the information is encoded into both subcarrier positions and symbols, two

operations (i.e., support identification and symbol detection) are needed for the de-

coding of the PST packet. First, to find out the nonzero positions of s, a receiving

UE needs to identify the support of s, and this job can be done by the sparse signal

recovery algorithm [39, 2] (for details, see Section III-B). After identifying the sup-

port ⌦̂, rest of information can be decoded by detecting the symbol vector x̂
⌦̂

. Note,

by eliminating the columns corresponding to the zero elements of s from �, the un-

derdetermined system in (6.5) is converted to the over-determined system (m > k).

Using the standard approach such as the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)

estimator followed by the symbol slicer, one can obtain the symbol estimate.

The advantages of PST can be summarized as follows. 1) First, the decoding pro-

cess is done with a small number of time-domain samples. When compared to the RB-

based (4G LTE) and minislot (5G NR)-based transmission, Tbuff of the PST scheme

is much smaller (more accurately, Tbuff is less than one symbol period). For exam-

ple, when the half of the transmitted samples is used in the decoding (e.g., m = 128

and N = 256), the PST achieves 92% and 75% reduction in Tbuff over the 4G LTE

(using 7 symbols RB) and 5G NR minislot (2 symbols) transmissions. 2) Second, in

the support identification, the channel information is unnecessary. This is because the

sensing matrix� in (8) is constructed only by the submatrix of IDFT matrix and what

we need to do is to find out the nonzero positions of s = ⌃x, not the actual values.
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Therefore, in the V2X systems where the vehicles’ channels vary rapidly due to the

mobility1, the PST scheme provides more reliable decoding performance. 3) Third,

the transmit power can be saved considerably. This is because the required number of

samples in the receiver is small (m ⌧ N ), a transmit UE does not need to transmit

whole samples. For example, if m = 128 and N = 512, then the transmit power is re-

duced by 75%. It is worth mentioning that this power saving is beneficial in increasing

the battery life of low-power vehicles (e.g., drone consuming 5 Watt).

4.3.2 PST Decoding

As mentioned, the PST-based packet decoding is divided into two parts: support iden-

tification and symbol detection. Since the decoding of the PST scheme is initiated by

the support identification, an accurate identification is crucial for the reliable decoding

performance. For the support identification, any sparse recovery algorithm can be em-

ployed (e.g., OMP, CoSaMP, MMP [39, 40, 41]). In many sparse recovery algorithms,

an index set of the columns in � that are the most correlated to the measurement ỹ is

considered as an estimate of the support. Hence, when two columns in � are highly

correlated and only one of these contributes to ỹ, then it would not be easy to distin-

guish the right column from wrong one, in particular under the noise and interference.

In fact, the support identification performance depends highly on the column correla-

tion of �.

As a metric to evaluate the correlation of the sensing matrix, mutual coherence,

defined as the largest magnitude of normalized inner product between two distinct

columns of sensing matrix, is widely used [2]. Since all elements of � are known (�
1For example, when the carrier frequency is fc = 28 GHz and the mobile speed is ⌫ = 80 km/h, then

the channel coherence time Tc = 9c
16⇡⌫fc

= 0.03 ms is much smaller than the slot period Ts = 0.5 ms.
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Figure 4.5: Mutual coherence µ(�) of the IDFT submatrix as a function of the number

of measurements m (N = 256).

is the IDFT submatrix), we can compute the mutual coherence µ(�) of �:

µ(�) = max
p 6=q

|h�p,�qi|
k�pk2k�qk2

= max
p 6=q

1

m

�����

mX

l=1

e
�j2⇡(p�1)(l�1)

N e
j2⇡(q�1)(l�1)

N

�����

= max
p 6=q

1

m

�����
sin ⇡m(p�q)

N

sin ⇡(p�q)

N

�����

=
1

m

����
sin ⇡m

N

sin ⇡

N

���� .

In Fig. 4.5, we plot the mutual coherence µ(�) as a function of m. One can easily

see that µ(�) increases sharply when m decreases. In our context, when only a few

samples are used in the PST decoding, underdetermined ratio N

m
of the system matrix

increases sharply and hence µ(�) will also be very large (e.g., µ(�) = 0.9745 for

m = 32 and N = 256). Clearly, this would cause a severe degradation in the decoding

performance.
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Figure 4.6: Detailed architecture of the D-PST decoding scheme.

To handle this issue, we employ the DL, a data-driven approach to learn a (nonlin-

ear) relationship between the input and the output. Specifically, by using the training

data as an input and then updating the network parameters in a way to minimize the

loss function, DNN learns the desired operation (support identification). Indeed, since

the DNN extracts the correlation structure of� from the training samples, D-PST can

better discriminate the correlated supports in the test phase. Let Q be the nonlinear

mapping between the input (the received sample vector ỹ and the sensing matrix �)

and the output (the support of x), then the support identification problem of D-PST is

expressed as

⌦̂ = Q(ỹ,�;⇥), (4.9)

where⇥ is the set of weights and biases of D-PST network.

4.3.3 D-PST Decoder Architecture

Fig. 4.6 depicts the structure of the D-PST network. D-PST consists of multiple build-

ing blocks including fully-connected (FC) layer, batch normalization layer, rectified

linear unit (ReLU) layer, and softmax layer. To construct the input vector c, we vec-

torize� and then concatenate it with ỹ (i.e., c = [ỹT �T

1 · · · �T

N
]T ). In each training

process, we use D training data c
(1), · · · , c(D). In the first FC layer, c is transformed

to the input of hidden layers z 2 R↵⇥1:

z
(d) = W

in
c
(d) + b

in, for d = 1, · · · , D (4.10)
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where W
in and b

in are the initial weight and the initial bias, respectively. After pass-

ing the FC layer, D output vectors are stacked in the batch B = [z(1) · · · z(D)]T . Then,

the normalization process called the batch normalization is performed [42]. In this pro-

cess, each element z(d)
i

(i = 1, · · · ,↵) in B is normalized to have zero mean and unit

variance. After that, the normalized element is scaled and shifted by the trained internal

parameters. The normalized output vector z̃(d) is expressed as

z̃(d)
i

= �

0

@z(d)
i

� µB,iq
�2

B,i

1

A+ �, (4.11)

where µB,i = 1

D

P
D

d=1
z(d)
i

and �2

B,i
= 1

D

P
D

d=1
(z(d)

i
� µB,i)2 are the batch-wise

mean and variance, respectively, � is the scaling parameter, and � is the shifting pa-

rameter. Note, when the input variation is large, weights of DNN might not be updated

properly so that the network might converge slowly or will not converge properly.

Since the batch normalization enforces the input to have a constant mean and vari-

ance, the irregular and bumpy update of weights caused by the large input variation

can be mitigated.

After the batch normalization, the output vector z̃ passes through L hidden layers

for the extraction of the systematic feature from the input-output pair. Based on the

universal approximation theorem, by training the DNN consisting of multiple hidden

layers, the desired relationship between the input and output can be obtained [43].

In our context, this implies that the whole PST decoding process can be done by the

trained DNN with deeply-stacked hidden layers. Each hidden layer consists of the FC

layer, batch normalization layer, ReLU layer with a residual connection2. The output
2Key idea of residual connection is to insert the direct identity connection between the stacked hidden

layers. Since the input vector is linked to the output of hidden layer, the feature of input vector can be

delivered to all the hidden layers without attenuation and distortion. Thus, we can reduce the training

error.
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vector of the l-th FC layer z̄[l] is given by3

z̄
[l] = W

[l]

 
z̃ +

l�1X

i=1

ẑ
[i]

!
+ b

[l], (4.12)

where W
[l] and b

[l] are the weight and bias of the l-th FC layer, respectively, and

ẑ
[i] is the output vector of the previous hidden layer. Then, similar to the previous

batch normalization, z̄[l] is normalized to reduce the variation of z̄[l]. After that, a non-

linear activation function f is applied to z̃
[l] to determine whether each hidden node

(unit component of hidden layer) (z̃[l]
1
, · · · , z̃[l]↵ ) is activated or not. In our network, the

ReLU function fReLU(x) = max(0, x) is used as an activation function [44]. By se-

lectively turning on/off the hidden node, the feature-related information (e.g., column

correlation structure of �) is delivered to the next hidden layer and undesired infor-

mation (e.g., values associated the non-support element) is discarded in the current

layer. Further, when compared to well-known activation function such as the sigmoid

function (fsig(x) =
1

1+e�x ) and the tanh function (ftanh(x) =
2

1+e�2x � 1) in which

all hidden nodes are activated regardless of x, only a certain number of nodes are acti-

vated by the ReLU function so that the computational complexity of backpropagation

process can be reduced significantly.

After passing through L hidden layers, the final FC layer is used to match the

dimension of output to the dimension of the sparse vector s. That is, the last FC layer

produces N -dimensional output vector zout 2 RN⇥1 given by

z
out = W

out

 
z̃+

LX

i=1

ẑ
[i]

!
+ b

out, (4.13)

where W
out and b

out are the weight and bias, respectively. Then, we use the softmax

layer to transform z
out to the probabilities used for the support decision. Specifically,

the softmax layer generates N probabilities (p̂1, · · · , p̂N ) representing the likelihood
3For simplicity, we omit the training data index d.
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of being the true support element:

p̂i =
ez

out

i

P
N

j=1
ez

out

j

, for i = 1, · · · , N. (4.14)

Since the sparsity k is known to the receiving UE in a priori, an estimate of the support

⌦̂ is obtained by choosing k elements having the largest probabilities:

⌦̂ = arg max
|⌦|=k

X

i2⌦
p̂i. (4.15)

4.3.4 D-PST Training

In the training phase, we need to find out the network parameter set ⇥̂ minimizing the

loss function J(⇥) (i.e., ⇥̂ = argmin⇥ J(⇥)). In the update of the network param-

eters, we employ the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method [30]. In this scheme,

parameters in the i-th training iteration ⇥i are updated in the direction of the steepest

descent:

⇥i = ⇥i�1 �
⌘

D

DX

d=1

r⇥J (d)(⇥), (4.16)

where J (d)(⇥) is the loss for the d-th training data, r⇥J (d)(⇥) is the gradient of

J (d)(⇥) with respect to⇥, and ⌘ is the learning rate determining the step size. In (4.16),

the gradients for D training examples are averaged out and then used for the update. If

⇥ is updated with respect to each training example (i.e., D = 1), the variation in ⇥ is

large. In this case, the time to obtain the optimal parameters corresponding to the loss

minimum is too long, resulting in a significant training overhead. By using the average

gradient, the training speed can be increased.

Since the final output of D-PST is the N -dimensional vector p̂ whose element

represents the probability of being the support element, p̂ = [p̂1, · · · , p̂N ]T needs

to be compared against the true probability p in the loss function calculation. Since k

support elements are assumed to be equiprobable, we set the true probability as pi = 1

k

for i 2 ⌦ and pi = 0 for the rest. In the generation of the loss function, we use the
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cross entropy-based loss function J(p, p̂):

J(p, p̂) = �
NX

i=1

pi log p̂i = �1

k

kX

j=1

log p̂!j
, (4.17)

where !j 2 ⌦. In order to minimize this loss function,
P

k

j=1
log p̂!j

should be maxi-

mized. Since the sum of the softmax output values is 1 (i.e.,
P

i
p̂i = 1), the maximum

can be achieved when p̂!j
= p!j

= 1

k
.

Similar to the most of DNN, in order to train D-PST, an abundant dataset is re-

quired. Using the received signals as a training dataset would be a straightforward

option, but doing so will cause a significant overhead in the V2X system. For exam-

ple, gathering 10 million received signals in the sidelink will take more than 1 hour in

LTE systems (assuming that 0.5 ms slot consisting of 7 symbols). In order to reduce

the data collection overhead, we use synthetically generated signals for the training

dataset. One might concern that the synthetically generated signal is different from the

actual received signal since the wireless channel for each sidelink is different. Luckily,

we can circumvent this issue since the D-PST decoding is the support identification

and channel components are contained in the transmit signal s = ⌃x, not the system

matrix � (see (8)). Thus, D-PST does not need to learn the individual V2V sidelink

channel, meaning that we can safely use the artificially generated received vector for

the training purpose. Clearly, doing so will save the time and effort to collect a huge

dataset.

Since the D-PST training is performed offline using the synthetically generated

data, we train multiple D-PST networks for various system parameters such as the

number of measurements and the number of non-zero elements. From the pre-training

process, we can obtain the network parameters (e.g., weight and bias) for each setting.

When applying the D-PST to the actual transmission, we thus use the pre-trained net-

work corresponding to the system environment. As long as we have a trained model

mating to the system setting, without the re-training process, we can perform the PST

decoding.
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4.4 Practical PST Implementation For Low-Latency V2X

In this section, we go over two major issues when applying D-PST in the low-latency

V2X scenarios. We first discuss the retransmission issue in the V2X sidelink. This is-

sue is crucial for the mission-critical V2X applications since the complicated retrans-

mission procedure causes a significant increase in TRx so that the latency requirement

of URLLC cannot be satisfied. We next discuss the sidelink synchronization issue.

In order to decode the OFDM-based packet, the receiving UE should align its timing

with the transmit UE’s timing reference. To this end, the complicated synchronization

signaling between the transmit UE and the receiving UE is needed (e.g., sidelink SSB

transmission in 5G NR). Since this process takes substantial time for the receiving UE

and thus cannot satisfy the low-latency requirement, we need a new scheme to simplify

the synchronization.

4.4.1 Basic Principle of PST Decoding

Before examining the retransmission and the synchronization issues, we discuss a use-

ful property that the support identification performance of PST is not affected by the

choice of samples in y. Using this property, we can avoid retransmission and also save

extra signaling overhead for synchronization. Our main result is as follows.

Proposition 4 Consider the system model y = Fx where F = [fT
1

f
T

2
· · · f

T

N
]T

is the IDFT matrix. Let  = [fTp f
T

p+1
· · · f

T

p+m�1
]T be a matrix consisting of m

consecutive rows in F. Suppose f is a function (algorithm) returning the support of

any vector s for the input z(=  s) and  , that is, ⌦s = f(z, ) = f( s, ). Let

ỹi = [yi yi+1 · · · yi+m�1]T be a vector constructed from i-th to (i + m � 1)-th

samples in y. Then, for any i, f returns the support of x for the input ỹi and . That

is, ⌦x = f(ỹi, ).
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Proof: First, recall that

ỹi = �ix (4.18)

where�i = [fT
i
f
T

i+1
· · · fT

i+m�1
]T is a matrix constructed from i-th to (i+m� 1)-th

rows of F. The `-th column (�i)` of �i is expressed as

(�i)` =

2

6664

e�j(i�1)
2⇡
N

(`�1)

...

e�j(i+m�2)
2⇡
N

(`�1)

3

7775

= e�j(i�p)
2⇡
N

(`�1)

2

6664

e�j(p�1)
2⇡
N

(`�1)

...

e�j(p+m�2)
2⇡
N

(`�1)

3

7775

= e�j(i�p)
2⇡
N

(`�1)( )`, (4.19)

and thus we have

�i =  Di,

where Di = diag(1, e�j(i�p)
2⇡
N , · · · , e�j(i�p)

2⇡
N

(N�1)). From (4.18) and (4.19), we

have ỹi = �ix =  (Dix). Thus, it is clear that the function f returns the support

⌦(Dix) of Dix for the input ỹi(=  (Dix)) and  . Since Di is diagonal, ⌦(Dix) =

⌦x, meaning that f returns the same output support ⌦x for any ỹi. ⇤
Interestingly, if we use a properly designed sparse recovery (more accurately, sup-

port identification) algorithm, then the support identification performance would not be

changed by the choice of samples as long as we use m consecutive received samples.

In the following subsection, we will explain the benefits of this property.

4.4.2 Retransmission-less PST

In the LTE/NR V2X systems, when the error occurs in the decoding, the receiving

UE sends the negative acknowledgment (NACK) message to the transmit UE using
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Description of the sidelink retransmission; (a) An illustration of the

sidelink retransmission mechanism. After the decoding failure, the BS allocates the

retransmission resources. Then, the transmit UE re-transmits the packets and the re-

ceiving UE initiates the decoding process. (b) One simple option of the retransmission-

less PST.
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the physical sidelink feedback channel (PSFCH) [36]. After receiving NACK mes-

sage, the transmit UE forwards the message to the BS to request the resources for

the retransmission. Then, the BS assigns the transmit resources and the transmit UE

re-transmits the packet to the receiving UE (see Fig. 4.7(a)). In this process, clearly,

the retransmission latency is large due to the complicated signaling process between

the BS and UEs. In fact, it takes around 1 ms to send the NACK message to the BS

and initiate the retransmission [36], which is too large to satisfy the URLLC latency

requirement (0.1 ms end-to-end latency).

Recalling that D-PST uses only m partial samples in the received signal vector y,

remaining N �m samples stored in the receiving UE’s buffer are wasted. Thus, when

the D-PST decoding fails (i.e., ⌦̂ 6= ⌦), we can exploit the next m samples in the buffer

instead of requesting the re-transmission (see Fig. 4.7(b)). Since the transmit UE does

not need to re-transmit the packet, there would be no propagation latency Tprop and

the buffering latency Tbuff in (4.1). Noting that D-PST operations in the test phase

are just simple multiplication and addition in DNN (see Section III.C), Tproc would be

very tiny.

4.4.3 Synchronization-free PST

In the decoding of the OFDM-based packet, the symbol timing estimation (a.k.a. syn-

chronization) to find out the first sample of an OFDM symbol is an important pro-

cess since otherwise the orthogonality among all subcarriers are violated and inter-

carrier interference will increase sharply. In the synchronization process, the BS peri-

odically sends a sidelink synchronization signal block (SSB) containing the primary

sidelink synchronization signal (PSSS) and the secondary sidelink synchronization

signal (SSSS) to cell-in-coverage UEs [36]. By decoding the sidelink SSB, the transmit

UE and the receiving UE acquire the cell-specific timing reference, thereby complet-

ing the synchronization of the transmit UE and the receiving UE. In the actual sidelink

transmission, the receiving UE aligns the received OFDM signal with the synchronized
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Figure 4.8: BLER performance of the proposed PST scheme as a function of SNR.

timing and then decodes the transmit information.

When the transmit and receiving UEs are located in different cells, however, the re-

ceiving UE cannot decode the transmitted packet using its own timing reference since

the timing reference is different for each cell. In this case, the transmit UE needs to de-

liver the SSB to the receiving UE before the data transmission. Since the sidelink SSB

transmission takes 1 ms (assuming 15 kHz subcarrier spacing), the URLLC latency

requirement cannot be satisfied by this mechanism.

From the Proposition 4, since the PST decoding performance is not affected by the

choice of samples in y, the receiving UE does not need to identify the first sample of

the OFDM symbol. This means that, without the sample timing synchronization, the

decoding process can be initiated right after buffering any m consecutive samples.
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Figure 4.9: PST performances for various number of measurements (m = 24, 32, 48):

(a) BLER performance of PST as a function of SNR. (b) The signaling latency for the

PST.
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4.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we investigate the decoding performance and latency reduction of the

proposed PST. Our simulation setup is based on the OFDM systems. When generating

the sparse signal x, we choose k = 4 active subcarriers among N = 96 subcarriers

(i.e., a PST block conveys blog2
�
N

k

�
c + kbs = 29 bit information using QPSK sym-

bol). In the D-PST network, we set L = 6 (the number of hidden layers), ↵ = 500

(the width of hidden layer), and D = 1000 (batch size) obtained from the grid search-

based hyperparameter tuning (see Fig. 4.11). In order to guarantee the model stability

of D-PST, we use K-fold cross validation in the training phase. In the K-fold cross

validation, total training examples are randomly partitioned into K equal-sized sets.

Among K sets, a single set is used for the model validation and the remaining K � 1

sets are used for the D-PST training. In our simulations, we use 107 examples and set

K = 10. When training the D-PST, we use an Adam optimizer, well-known optimiza-

tion tool to keep the robustness of learning process [45]. As performance measures,

the block error rate (BLER) and the reception latency TRx in (3.1) are considered.

In Fig. 4.8, we evaluate the BLER performance of the proposed PST scheme as

a function of SNR. For comparison, we examine the performance of the conven-

tional physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) transmission, OMP-based PST,

and MMP-based PST4. We observe that the D-PST scheme outperforms conventional

schemes by a large margin. For example, the D-PST scheme achieves 1.4 dB gain over

the 4G LTE PDSCH transmission at BLER=10�5.

In Fig. 4.9(a), we evaluate the BLER performance of the PST scheme for various

number of measurements (m = 24, 32, 48). When m increases, we see that the BLER

is decreased sharply. For example, if m is doubled from 24 to 48, we can achieve a

large gain (more than 5 dB) in BLER performance. We also investigate TRx required to

complete the PST transmission for different values of m (see Fig. 4.9(b)). We observe
4MMP has been proposed as a near-ML sparse recovery algorithm. In a nutshell, MMP performs an

efficient tree search to find out the near-ML solution in a sparse signal recovery.
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that for high SNR regime, TRx can be reduced significantly when m decreases. For

example, when m is reduced from 48 to 24, the latency is reduced by the factor of 46%

at SNR=15 dB. However, when m is too small, TRx increases little bit, in particular for

low SNR regime, since in this case the PST decoding can be failed and hence the PST

transmission needs to be repeated.

Next, we investigate the latency performance of the PST. For comparison, we

use the partial slot transmission (5G NR) and RB-based transmission (4G LTE). In

Fig. 4.10, we plot the distribution of TRx which corresponds to the time from the initial

transmission to the successful packet decoding at the receiving UE. Note, if the decod-

ing is failed, the packets are re-transmitted in next slot and the receiver operations need

to be repeated. From the results, we observe that TRx of PST is much smaller (52% and

82% on average) than that of partial transmission and RB transmission, respectively.

In Fig. 4.11, we evaluate the D-PST performance for various number of hidden

layers (L = 3, 6, 9) to see the effect of the number of hidden layers on the support
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identification performance. For example, when we increase the depth of the hidden

layer, then D-PST success probability improves until L = 6 but after that the success

probability will not be improved further.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a novel low-latency transmission scheme suitable for the

URLLC-based V2X scenarios. The key idea behind the proposed PST scheme is to

encode the mission-critical sidelink information in a form of the sparse symbol vector

and then decode the information with a partially-buffered samples using deep learning-

based decoder. When the number of subcarriers is small enough and the measurements

contain enough information to figure out the transmit information, accurate decoding

of the PST-encoded packet can be guaranteed. In the decoding process, we exploit the

DNN architecture to learn the nonlinear mapping between the received signal vector
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and the support of input sparse signal. As long as we train the deeply stacked network

using a properly designed loss function along with the backpropagation weight up-

date, we can identify the accurate support in the test phase. We demonstrated from the

numerical evaluations that the proposed D-PST is very effective in terms of both the

reliability and latency. In this paper, we restricted our attention to the V2X sidelink

transmission but we believe that there are many interesting applications of the pro-

posed approaches in mission-critical machine-type communications.
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Chapter 5

Deep Learning-based Wireless Communication Systems:

Design Perspective

In this chapter, we will present an overview of the DL-based wireless systems to serve

as a starting point to facilitate the use of DL in the wireless system design. The suc-

cessful design of DL-based system comes down to the choice of a proper DL model for

the target wireless application, detailed neural network architecture design, and train-

ing data acquisition along with training strategy selection. With this purpose in mind,

we discuss the key principles of DL-based design and then provide several useful de-

sign tips learned from our experience with plentiful wireless communication examples

including channel estimation, MIMO beamforming, power management, and angle-of-

arrival (AoA) detection. After the introduction, we organize the rest of this article as

follows. In Section 5.2, we briefly review the design principles of conventional and dis-

cuss DL-based wireless systems and learning techniques used for the wireless system

design. In Section 5.3, we explain the training dataset collection and neural network

architecture design issues. We discuss future issues and conclude the paper in Section

5.4.
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5.1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a powerful tool to perform tasks that seem to be sim-

ple for human being but are extremely difficult for conventional (rule-based) computer

program. Deep learning (DL), a branch of AI techniques introduced by Lecun, Bengio,

and Hinton [46], has shown great promise in many practical applications. In the past

few years, we have witnessed great success of DL in various fields such as traditional

Go game, image classification, speech recognition, language translation, among oth-

ers [47, 48, 49]. Recently, DL techniques have also been applied to various wireless

communication applications such as multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) detec-

tion, channel estimation, spectrum sensing, and resource scheduling.

When one tries to use AI technique to the wireless applications, one can be easily

overwhelmed by so many knobs to control and small details to be aware of. In contrast

to the conventional communication systems where the performance analysis and the

algorithm design are done analytically, DL requires lots of hands-on experience and

heuristic knowledge in the design of neural network, training dataset generation, and

also choice of the training strategy. In fact, since the DL design process is data-driven

and inductive in nature, one can easily get lost or stuck in the middle when they try to

solve the wireless communication problem using the DL technique.

5.2 Artificial Intelligence-Based Wireless Communications

In this section, we briefly discuss two design principles: conventional wireless systems

and the AI-based systems. We then discuss how specific communication function is

mapped to the DL techniques.

5.2.1 Design Principles of Conventional and AI-based Wireless Systems

When designing wireless systems, whole system is divided into several functional

blocks such as channel encoder, symbol mapper, channel estimator, MIMO detec-
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Figure 5.1: Design principles of traditional communication system and AI-based com-

munication system.

tor, and channel decoder (see Fig. 5.1). In each functional block, system modeling,

performance analysis, and algorithm design are performed. System model, typically

expressed as a clean-cut linear equation, defines the relationship between observa-

tion (e.g., received signal) and latent variables to be recovered (e.g., transmit signal).

Using this, theoretical analysis is conducted to obtain the performance limit such as

the capacity bound or achievable degree of freedom (DOF) and then a proper algo-

rithm achieving near optimal performance is developed (e.g., MMSE channel estima-

tor, maximum-likelihood (ML)-based symbol detector). For example, in the mmWave

channel estimator design, a propagation channel is modeled by the geometric parame-

ters such as angle-of-departure/arrival (AoD/AoA), path delay, and path gain and then

the compressed sensing (CS) technique is employed to find out sparse parameters used

to reconstruct the mmWave channel.

When the wireless environments and systems are becoming more complicated, it

is very difficult to come up with a simple yet tractable system model. Further, due

to the excessive assumptions in fading/noise/interference distribution, input statistics,
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and traffic/mobility pattern, obtained analytic result will leave a considerable gap from

the real-world performance.

As an entirely-new paradigm to deal with the problem, AI has been popularly used

in various applications such as computer vision, speech recognition, robot control, and

autonomous driving [48, 49]. A holy grail of AI is to let machine learn the complicated,

often highly nonlinear, relationship between the input dataset and the desired output

without human intervention. As a technique to implement AI, DL, an approach to use

deeply stacked neural network in the training, has been widely used in recent years. In

a nutshell, DL-based systems are distinct from the conventional systems in two main

respects: data-driven training and end-to-end learning of the black box (see Fig. 5.1).

Instead of following the analytical avenue, the DL model approximates the desired

function as a whole using the training dataset. In the training phase, DL parameters

(weights and biases) are updated to identify the end-to-end mapping between the input

dataset and the desired output. Once the training is finished, DL returns the predicted

output for the input in the inference phase. This means that what we essentially need

to do is to just feed a training dataset into the properly designed DL model. It seems to

be simple but requires lots of hands-on experience to get the most bang for the buck.

5.2.2 Learning Techniques for DL-based Wireless Communication

When one tries to use DL to the wireless systems, perhaps the first thing to consider

is to determine what learning technique to use. Depending on the design goal, training

dataset, and learning mechanism, DL techniques can be roughly divided into three

categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.

1) Supervised learning: primary goal of the supervised learning is to learn the

mapping function between the input dataset and the desired solution called label. To

scrutinize the quality of a designed neural network and reflect it in the weight update

process, we need a loss function that measures how far the predicted output is from

the label. The difference between the predicted output and the label, in a form of cross
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entropy or mean squared error (MSE), is used as a loss function. Typically, there are

two types of the supervised learning: classification to find out the categorical class of

given input (e.g., device is active or not) and regression to return the numerical value

(e.g., estimated channel). The classification task is suitable for the detection problem

such as the MIMO detection, automatic modulation classification (AMC), and active

user detection (AUD) and the regression task is a good fit for the estimation problem

such as the channel estimation, angle (DoA/AoD) estimation, and log likelihood ratio

(LLR) generation [50, 51, 52, 53].

In AUD, for example, we identify a few active (data-transmitting) users among all

possible users in a cell so that it can be well interpreted as a multi-label classification

problem identifying a few, say k, labels among N classes. By employing the set of

received vectors {y1, · · · ,yn} as inputs and the active user index ⌦ as an output, deep

neural network (DNN) is trained to find out indices of active users. In the channel esti-

mation problem, on the other hand, desired task is to produce the real-valued channel

estimate Ĥ from the received pilot signals y. Using the MSE between the real chan-

nel H and the DL output Ĥ (i.e., estimate of H) as a loss function, DNN learns the

regression mapping between y and H.

2) Unsupervised learning: unsupervised learning is used when the ground-truth

label is unavailable. In this case, clearly, one cannot compute the difference between

the generated output and the label so that the design goal (i.e., objective function) is

used as a loss function instead. In the resource allocation problem, for example, it is

very difficult to find out an optimal resource scheduling maximizing the quality-of-

service (QoS) since the problem is highly nonlinear mixed-integer programming [54].

In this case, by employing the QoS function itself as a loss function, the DL model

can be trained. Another example fitting to this category is the MIMO beamforming

problem. Essence of this problem is to find out the downlink beamforming vector w

maximizing the users’ sum rate [55]. Since the sum rate maximization problem is

non-convex, it is in general very difficult to find out the optimal vector w
⇤ so that
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Table 5.1: Summary of DL Techniques
Learning technique Applicable problem Loss function Application example

Detection problem using

the classification training

Cross entropy,

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,

MIMO detection,

Active user detectionSupervised

learning Estimation problem using

the regression training

Mean squared error (MSE),

Mean absolute error (MAE)

Channel estimation,

DoA estimation

Unsupervised

learning
Optimization problem

Objective function to be optimized

(e.g., sum-rate, cell throughput)

MIMO beamforming,

Resource scheduling

Reinforcement

learning

Sequential decision

making problem

Cumulative reward

(e.g., total power consumption)

Power management,

Spectrum sensing

the supervised learning might not be an appropriate option. When we try to solve the

problem using the unsupervised learning, we set the downlink channel hk,n between

the k-th BS and the n-th user as a training dataset, the beamforming weight w as an

output, and the negative sum rate �R = �
P
n

log2

✓
1 +

khH

k,n
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a loss function. In short, the unsupervised learning is useful when the desired output

used as a label is unavailable for the reasons such as nonlinearity/nonconvexity of the

problem.

3) Reinforcement learning (RL): RL is a goal-oriented learning technique where

an agent learns how to solve a task by trials and errors. In the learning process, the

agent observes the state of an environment, takes an action, and then receives a reward

for the action. RL is suitable for the sequential decision-making problem whose pur-

pose is to find out a series of actions maximizing the performance metric. Recently,

deep RL (DRL) has been popularly used since it can effectively handle the large-scale

state-action pair in dynamically varying wireless environments. For example, when

we try to improve the energy efficiency of the ultra-dense network (UDN), we can use

DRL to control the on/off mode or user association pattern of small-cell base stations

(SBSs) [56]. In the DRL implementation, a digital unit (DU), playing the role of the

agent, observes the state (e.g., channel state and user rate constraint) and then deter-

mines the action (on/off mode selection of SBSs) based on the reward. To minimize
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the energy consumption, the reward should be set to be high/low when the consumed

energy is small/large. By playing sufficient number of episodes (sequence of states,

actions, and rewards), DRL-based DNN learns the SBS control policy minimizing the

long-term energy consumption of the wireless network.

5.3 Issues To Be Considered For DL-based Wireless Com-

munication Systems

Two key ingredients in the DL-based wireless systems are sufficient and comprehen-

sive training samples and properly designed neural network. In this section, we delve

into these issues.

5.3.1 Training Dataset Acquisition

When the number of samples is not sufficient enough, the designed DL model would be

closely fitted to the training dataset, making it difficult to make a reasonable inference

for the unseen data. This problem that the trained DL model lacks the generalizing

capability is often called overfitting. In the modulation classification task, for example,

if the received signals are generated from the BPSK and QPSK modulation exclusively,

then the trained classifier cannot accurately identify the 16-QAM modulated symbols.

To prevent the overfitting problem, the dataset should be large enough to cover all

possible scenarios. This is not easy, in particular for wireless systems, since the number

of real transmissions will be humongous. In acquiring the training dataset, we basically

have three options:

• Collection from the actual received signals

• Synthetic data generation using the analytic system model

• Real-like training set generation using generative adversarial network (GAN)
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In the data acquisition, a straightforward option is to collect the real transmit/receive

signal pair. Doing so, however, will cause a significant overhead since it requires too

many training data transmissions. For example, when collecting one million received

signals in 5G NR systems, it will take more than 15 minutes (106 symbols ⇥ 0.1 sub-

frame/symbol ⇥ 8 ms/subframe).

To reduce the overhead, one can consider synthetically generated dataset (see

Fig. 5.2(a)). In fact, in the design, test, and performance evaluation phase of most

wireless systems, analytic models have been widely used. For example, propagation

channels such as the extended pedestrian A (EPA) channel or extended vehicular A

(EVA) channel has been popularly employed in the generation of training dataset [57].

Since the synthetic data can be generated easily using a computer, time and effort

to collect huge training data can be saved. However, there might be some, arguably

non-trivial, performance degradation caused by the model mismatch.

Yet another intriguing option is to use the artificial but realistic samples generated

by the DL technique. This approach is in particular useful when the analytic model is

unknown or non-existent (e.g., underwater acoustic communication and satellite com-

munication) and real measured data is not enough. In this case, GAN technique, an

approach to generate samples having the same distribution with the input dataset, can

be employed [58]. GAN consists of two neural networks: generator G and discrimina-

tor D (see Fig. 5.2(b)). G produces real-like data G(z) from the random noise z and

D tries to distinguish whether the generated output G(z) is real or fake. To train these

two networks, the min-max loss function, typically expressed as the cross-entropy dis-

tance between the distribution of G(z) and that of the real data x, is often used (i.e.,

min
G

max
D

V (G,D) = Ex[log(D(x))] + Ez[log(1 � D(G(z)))] where D(x) is the

discriminator’s probability for x being real (non-fake)). When the training is finished

properly, the generator output is fairly reliable and hence the discriminator cannot

judge whether the generator output is real or fake, which means that we can readily

use the generator output as a training data.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of data acquisition strategies: (a) synthetic data generation; (b)

GAN-based data generation; (c) MSE performances of the DL-based channel estimator

using three distinct strategies.
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In order to observe the validity of the training data generation strategies we dis-

cussed, we evaluate the MSE performance of the DL-based channel estimator (see

Fig. 5.2(c)). As shown in Fig. 5.2(c), we observe that the GAN-based data generation

and the synthetic data generation are effective and fairly competitive. Interestingly, the

performance gap between actual data transmission and GAN-based data generation is

insignificant since the distribution of the GAN-generated data matches well with that

of the real data. Whereas, the gap between synthetic data generation and actual data

transmission is a bit large (around 2 dB at MSE= 10�4) due to the model mismatch

between real channels and synthetic channels generated from the analytic model.

5.3.2 DNN Architecture Design

In the design of DNN-based wireless systems, one should consider the input char-

acteristics (e.g., temporal/spatial/geometric correlation), wireless environments (e.g.,

mmWave/THz/V2X/ UAV link), and system configurations (e.g., bandwidth, power,

number of antennas).

1) Baseline network: a natural first step of the DNN design is to choose the base-

line architecture. Based on the connection shape between neighboring layers, the neu-

ral network can be divided into three types: fully-connected network (FCN), convolu-

tional neural network (CNN), and recurrent neural network (RNN).

FCN can be used universally since each hidden unit (neuron) is connected to all

neurons in the next layer. When the input dataset has a spatial structure (e.g., 2D-

resource time/frequency grid and the 2D antenna array in MIMO systems), CNN might

be an appealing option. In CNN, each neuron is computed by the convolution between

the 2D spatial filter and a part (e.g., rectangular shaped region) of neurons in the pre-

vious layer. Due to the local connectivity within the convolution filter, CNN facili-

tates the extraction of spatial correlated feature. For example, in the mmWave MIMO

beamforming, 2D beam radiation patterns among the uniform rectangular array (URA)

antennas can be extracted using CNN.
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Whereas, when the input sequence is temporally correlated, which is true for most

of communication channels, RNN or long-short term memory (LSTM) might be a

good choice. By employing the current inputs together with outputs of the previous

hidden layer, temporally correlated feature can be extracted. For instance, by applying

RNN to the mmWave beam tracking, change of the Doppler frequency caused by the

mobile’s movement can be extracted.

2) Activation layer: activation layer is used to 1) embed the nonlinearity in the

hidden layer and 2) generate the desired type of output in the final layer.

In each hidden layer, weighted sum of inputs passes through the activation layer to

determine whether the information generated by the hidden unit is activated (delivered

to the next layer) or not. To this end, rectified linear unit (ReLU) function f(x) =

max(x, 0) or hyperbolic tangent function f(x) = tanh(x) can be used. By imposing

the nonlinearity to the linearly transformed input, one can better promote the nonlinear

operation (e.g., successive interference cancellation) and systematic nonlinearity (e.g.,

amplifier distortion or nonlinear RF filtering).

In the final layer of DNN, the activation layer is used to ensure that the generated

output is the desired type. To compute the loss function, we should make sure that the

DL output and the true label should be the same type. In the classification problem,

the ground-truth label for each class is the probability so that the final output should

be a form of the probability. When there are several active users in AUD or the occu-

pied/empty bands are non-unique in the spectrum sensing problem, it would be desir-

able to use the sigmoid function f(x) = 1

1+e�x returning the individual probability for

each class. Whereas, when the problem is modeled as a multi-class classification prob-

lem such as the MIMO detection problem, a softmax function fi(x) =
e
xiP
j
e
xj

would

be a good fit since it normalizes the output vector into the probability distribution over

all classes.

3) Input normalization: in the training process, the neural network computes the

gradient of a loss function with respect to any weight and then updates the weight in
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the negative direction of the gradient. Therefore, when the input varies in a wide range

(e.g., multi-user communication scenario), variation in the weight update process will

also be large, degrading the training stability and convergence speed severely. To pre-

vent this ill-behavior, one should perform the normalization for the outputs of each

layer. Typically, there are two types of the normalization strategies: layer normaliza-

tion and batch normalization.

When the input vector contains signals from multiple users with different wireless

geometries, variation of the received signals would be quite large. The layer normaliza-

tion is a good fit for this case. By normalizing each input vector (i.e., replacing a with
a

kak2 ), the layer normalization scheme ensures that the normalized input distribution

has the fixed mean and variance.

Whereas, when the input data consists of several different types of information, the

batch normalization (BN) can be a better option. In the mini-batch B = [y(1) · · ·y(N)]T

consisting of multiple input samples y(1), · · · ,y(N), elements in each row of B (i.e.,

elements with the same input type) are normalized. For example, in the DRL-based

power management problem discussed in Section II.B, both the channel state infor-

mation (CSI) and required data rate are used as inputs to DRL. Since the scale of

two components would be quite different, the layer normalization will not work and

simply mess up the input dataset. To avoid the problem, CSI and data rate need to be

normalized separately using BN.

4) Dropout layer: when we use DNN consisting of multiple hidden layers, the fi-

nal output is determined by the activated hidden units in each layer. So, for the highly

correlated inputs (e.g., samples generated from the non-orthogonal sparse codebook

and bit streams with small Hamming distance), their activation patterns will also be

similar so that the final inference can be easily corrupted in the presence of pertur-

bations (e.g., noise, inter-user interference, and channel estimation error). In order to

mitigate this problem, the dropout layer where the activated hidden units are dropped

out randomly can be employed in the training phase [59]. In this scheme, by tem-
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porarily removing part of incoming and outgoing connections randomly, ambiguity

(similarity) of the activation patterns among correlated dataset can be better resolved.

5) Ensemble learning: ensemble learning, a method to average out multiple out-

puts (inferences) of independently-trained networks, is conceptually analogous to the

receiver diversity technique in that it enhances the output quality without requiring ad-

ditional wireless resources (e.g., frequency, time, and transmitter power). In the multi-

user communication scenario, the trained network might be closely fitted to the certain

wireless environment so that the trained DNN cannot make a reliable prediction for

the inputs generated from unobserved wireless scenario in the training. In this case,

ensemble learning comes to the rescue. Key idea of the ensemble learning technique is

to train the multiple neural networks with different training sets and initial parameters

obtained from different wireless conditions and then combine the generated outputs to

improve the quality of the final inference. Using the ensemble learning-based DNN,

one can mitigate the overfitting caused by the wireless environments considerably.

6) Loss function: since DNN weights are updated in a direction to minimize the

loss function, the loss function should well reflect the design goal. When the ground-

truth label is available, one can use the cross entropy, MSE, or mean absolute error

(MAE). If this is not the case, as we discussed in unsupervised learning, one might use

the design goal (e.g., throughput or energy consumption) as a loss function.

If there exist multiple constraints for the problem at hand, these constraints should

be combined together in the loss function. For example, in the DL-based power man-

agement in UDN, the DNN is trained to minimize the total consumed power and at the

same time should satisfy the rate requirement of a mobile. To do so, we set the loss

function as the weighted sum of power consumption loss Jpow and the rate constraint

loss Jrate (i.e., J(⇥) = Jpow + �Jrate). By controlling the regularization weight �,

one can achieve the trade-off between the consumed power and data rate.

7) Weight update strategy: in order to update the network parameter set ⇥, the

gradient of the loss function J(⇥) should be computed first. A straightforward way to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Exemplary DNN architecture designed for the AoA detection. (b) AoA

detection performance of various DNNs as a function of SNR. Psucc denotes the suc-

cess probability which corresponds to the percentage of detected AoAs among all an-

gles.
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update the parameters is the batch gradient descent (BGD) method where the gradient

of J(⇥) is computed for the entire training dataset. Since the whole dataset is used in

each and every training iteration, the training cost is quite expensive and the training

speed will be very slow. Further, in the non-static scenario where the channel charac-

teristics are varying, parameters corresponding to the dynamically changing wireless

environments (e.g., Doppler spread, scatter location) would not be updated properly.

A better option, in fact widely used option, is the stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

method. In contrast to BGD, SGD uses a small number, say D, of samples in each

training iteration (i.e., ⇥t = ⇥t�1 � ⌘

D

P
D

d=1
r⇥J (d)(⇥)) so that it can update the

network parameters as soon as D samples are obtained.

8) Knowledge distillation: when we train the DL model in the Internet of Things

(IoT) device, on-device energy consumption is a big concern since most of the IoT

devices are battery-powered. To reduce the training overhead, knowledge distillation

(KD) technique [60], an approach to generate a relatively small-sized DL model from

a trained large model, can be employed. Key idea of KD is to train a small network

(a.k.a student network) using the output of a large network (a.k.a teacher network). In

the generation of the loss function, output of the student network is compared against

the output of the teacher network as well as the ground-truth label. In doing so, the

student network, implemented in IoT device, can easily capture the underlying feature

(e.g., similarity and difference among the classes) extracted by the teacher network

implemented in the digital unit (DU). For the properly designed student network using

KD, we see that the performance of student network is fairly comparable to that of

teacher network.

In Fig. 5.3(a), we present the DNN architecture for the AoA detection using the

techniques we discussed. Due to the sparse scattering in the mmWave band, a propa-

gation path can be characterized by a few AoAs. By identifying these angles, the re-

ceiver can align the beam direction to the transmitter, thereby maximizing the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR). In DNN, we use the received signal y and the steering matrix
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A = [a(✓1) · · · a(✓N )] (a(✓i) = [1 ej⇡ sin ✓i · · · ej⇡(m�1) sin ✓i ]T is the steering vec-

tor corresponding to ✓i) as inputs and the set of the detected AoAs ⌦ as outputs. Since

the input is a composite of y and A, we use BN to normalize each component sepa-

rately. Also, to generate the individual probability for each angle, we use the sigmoid

activation function in the final layer.

To judge the effectiveness of the DNN architecture consisting of the normalization,

dropout, and ensemble learning, we evaluate the detection success probability Psucc of

the AoA detection. In our simulations, we train 1) FCN, 2) FCN with BN, 3) FCN with

the dropout layer, 4) FCN with the ensemble network, and 5) FCN with all techniques

we discussed. As shown in Fig. 5.3(b), the performance gain introduced by the detailed

DNN techniques is considerable. For example, FCN with the dropout layer achieves

a significant gain (4.8 dB gain at Psucc = 0.9) over the conventional FCN since the

correlation between the closely located steering vectors can be better resolved using

the dropout technique. The gain obtained from BN is also significant (4.7 dB gain

at Psucc = 0.9) since the variation of y caused by the device location change can be

alleviated. Finally, when the gains induced by all techniques are combined together, we

can achieve very accurate performance (Psucc ⇡ 0.97), which can never be obtained

by the basic FCN even in high SNR regime.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an overview of DL-based wireless system with empha-

sis on the design issues related to DL model selection, training set acquisition, and

DNN architecture design. As the automated services and applications using machines,

vehicles, and sensors proliferate, we expect that DL will be more popular and eventu-

ally become a dominating design paradigm in 6G era. To deal with various frequency

bands (i.e., sub-6GHz/mmWave/THz), wireless resources (massive MIMO antennas,

intelligent reflecting surface, relays), and geographical environment, we need to go
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beyond the state-of-the-art DL technique used mainly for the purpose of the function

approximator and exploit more aggressive and advanced DL techniques. For example,

when we try to train a DL model for the desired task, transfer learning, an approach

to use the pre-trained model for a similar task, can be employed. By recycling most

of parameters in the pre-trained model and training only a small part of parameters,

new model can learn the distinct information for the desired task while utilizing the

common feature between two tasks. Another approach worth investigation is the meta

learning, a technique to learn the desired task quickly using the DL models of similar

tasks. By setting the parameters minimizing the sum loss functions of similar tasks as

initial parameters, DL model for the desired task can be learned with reduced training

overhead.

Our hope is that this article will serve as a useful guide for communication re-

searchers who want to apply the DL technique in their wireless application.
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Chapter 6

Deep Neural Network Based Active User Detection for

Grant-free NOMA Systems

This chapter proposed the DL-based active user detection (AUD) for the grant-free

NOMA scenario. For an efficient and accurate AUD, we exploit the deep neural net-

work (DNN), a learning-based tool to approximate the complicated and nonlinear

function. Over the years, DNN has been successfully applied in numerous applica-

tions such as image classification [48], machine translation [63], automatic speech

recognition [49], and Go game [47]. Recently, DNN has been also applied to various

wireless systems such as multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) detection, wire-

less scheduling, direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation, and multi-user detection [64,

65, 66]. In these works, DNN is used to learn a desired nonlinear function (e.g., clas-

sification and decision) through the training process. In [64], for instance, the DNN

structure to learn the mapping between the interference pattern and the optimized

scheduling has been proposed. In [65], a DNN architecture for the symbol genera-

tion, encoding, and decoding in grant-free NOMA systems has been proposed. In [66],

the long short-term memory (LSTM) network performing the channel estimation and

data detection in grant-based NOMA systems has been presented.

The work of Chapter 6 has been published in part in [61, 62].
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In our framework, DNN learns the complicated mapping between the received

NOMA signal and the indices of active users in the transmit signal. To be specific,

the proposed AUD scheme, henceforth referred to as deep AUD (D-AUD), learns the

sparse structure of device activity using a deliberately designed training dataset. It is

now well-known from the universal approximation theorem that DNN processed by

the deeply stacked hidden layers can well approximate the desired function [67]. In

our context, this means that the trained DNN with multiple hidden layers can handle

the whole AUD process, resulting in an accurate detection of the active users.

6.1 Introduction

In recent years, massive machine-type communication (mMTC) has received much

attention due to the variety of applications such as smart factory and building, pub-

lic safety and monitoring, smart metering, to name just a few. As the term speaks for

itself, mMTC concerns the access of massive machine-type communication (MTC)

devices (e.g., sensors, robots, drones, machines) to the base station (BS) [1]. Main

goal of mMTC is to support the massive connectivity in the uplink-dominated com-

munication. However, this task is too demanding in the conventional wireless systems

(e.g., Long Term Evolution-MTC (LTE-M) and narrow-band Internet-of-Things (NB-

IoT) [68]) for the heavy signaling overhead caused by the complicated handshaking in

the scheduling process and the lack of time/frequency resources caused by the orthog-

onal resource allocation to a large number of MTC devices [69, 70]. In the NB-IoT,

for example, only scheduled transmission is performed in a narrowband spectrum so

that it cannot properly handle the massive access of machine-type devices.

As a solution to support the massive connectivity, grant-free access and non-

orthogonal multiple access have been proposed in recent years [71], [72]. Grant-free

access allows the transmission of MTC device to the BS without the granting process.

Since each device transmits information without scheduling, a process to identify ac-
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tive devices (i.e., devices transmitting information) among all potential devices in a

cell is required. This process, often referred to as the active user detection (AUD), is

an important problem in the grant-free mMTC since without this process the BS cannot

figure out the active devices transmitting information. In order to support the massive

connectivity with limited amount of resources, an approach to use non-orthogonal se-

quences, called non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), has been proposed [72]. In

this scheme, by the superposition of multiple devices’ signals, orthogonality of trans-

mit signals is intentionally violated. To control the interuser interference caused by

the orthogonality violation, NOMA employs device specific non-orthogonal sequences

and deliberately designed nonlinear detector (e.g., successive interference cancellation

(SIC) and message passing algorithm (MPA) [73]).

By exploiting the fact that only a few active devices in a cell transmit the infor-

mation concurrently (see Fig. 6.1), the AUD problem can be readily formulated as a

sparse recovery problem [2, 74, 75, 76]. In [74], the AUD problem is modeled as a sin-

gle measurement vector (SMV) problem and MPA is used to solve the problem. In this

CS-based AUD scheme, BS detects active devices based on the correlation between the

received signal and device specific sequence. However, performance of the CS-based

AUD is not that appealing when the columns of a system matrix (a.k.a. sensing matrix)

are highly correlated and sparsity (the number of nonzero elements) of the underlying

input vector increases1. In fact, in the practical NOMA-based transmission, correlation

among the NOMA sequences is relatively high so that the CS-based AUD might not

be effective, in particular when the device activity (sparsity) is high [2]. Therefore, it is

of importance to come up with a new type of AUD scheme suitable for the overloaded

yet less sparse access scenarios.
1When the number of users increases, column dimension of sensing matrix will also increase. Thus,

for the fixed number of measurements, the underdetermined ratio will also increase. In this case, the

column correlation will be very large. Also, based on the principle of compressed sensing, the required

number of measurements increases as the sparsity increases. Hence, the decoding performance will be

degraded sharply when the sparsity increases (under the condition that the measurement size is fixed) [2].
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Active user
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Figure 6.1: System model of the mMTC uplink scenario where only a few MTC de-

vices are active.

6.2 AUD System Model

We consider the uplink grant-free NOMA systems in which the BS equipped with a

single antenna receives information from multiple machine-type devices with a single

antenna2. When transmitting the data, the mobile device randomly chooses a frequency

subband from a set of available subbands. In our work, we consider the overloaded

scenario where the number of devices N in a cell is larger than the number of fre-

quency resources m (m < N ). Since each device can transmit packets freely without

scheduling, the BS should identify active devices transmitting packets. Active devices

transmit the information after the spreading with the device specific (non-orthogonal)

sequences3 (see Fig. 6.2). Specifically, the bitstream is mapped to the symbol si and

then converted to the spreading vector qi = cisi using the device specific codeword

ci.
2Extension of the system model to the multi-antenna model is straightforward (see Section V. B).
3In this work, we use the preconfigured sequence selection where the BS assigns a sequence to the

mobile device via the random access procedure. In doing so, the collisions caused by the duplicated

sequences can be prevented. Typically, since the scheduling request and the grant signaling are not per-

formed in the grant-free transmission, we only consider the initial random access in the proposed scheme

(user specific sequence is assigned in this process).
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In this work, we employ the low-density signature (LDS) sequence where the code-

word of a device contains lots of zeros [77]. Due to the sparse nature of a codeword,

each symbol is spread into only a small number of resources, resulting in the reduc-

tion of the interuser interference. For example, the LDS codebook C(4,6) to support 6

devices with 4 resources is

C(4,6) =

2

6666664

0 w0 w1 0 w2 0

w0 0 w2 0 0 w1

0 w1 0 w2 0 w0

w2 0 0 w1 w0 0

3

7777775
, (6.1)

where wj is the non-zero element of the codeword [77].

Let si be the transmit symbol for the i-th device, then the observation vector y at

the BS is given by

y =
NX

i=1

diag(ci)hisi + v (6.2)

= Cq+ v, (6.3)

where ci = [ci,1 · · · ci,m]T is the LDS codeword vector for the i-th device, hi =

[hi,1 · · · hi,m]T is the channel vector between the i-th device and the BS, v ⇠

CN (0,�2
I) is the complex Gaussian noise vector, C = [diag(c1) · · · diag(cN )] is

the codebook matrix of all devices in a cell, and q =
⇥
q
T

1
· · · qT

N

⇤T
=
⇥
(s1h1)T · · · (sNhN )T

⇤T

is the composite of symbol and channel vectors. It is worth pointing out that qi con-

tains the (frequency-domain) channel vector hi. Note also that only a few devices are

active at a given time, and thus the vector q can be readily modeled as a sparse vector.

In performing the AUD, we use multiple, say Nd, data measurements. Let ỹ =
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⇥ �
y
(1)
�T · · ·

�
y
(Nd)

�T ⇤T be the stacked vector of the Nd measurements, then

ỹ =

2

6666664

C
(1)

0 · · · 0

0 C
(2) · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · C
(Nd)

3

7777775

2

6666664

q
(1)

q
(2)

...

q
(Nd)

3

7777775
+

2

6666664

v
(1)

v
(2)

...

v
(Nd)

3

7777775
, (6.4)

where C
(t) =

h
diag(c(t)

1
) · · · diag(c(t)

N
)
i

and q
(t) =

h
(s(t)

1
h
(t)

1
)T · · · (s(t)

N
h
(t)

N
)T
i
T

is the vector whose element is the composite of the channel vector and data symbol.

Since the indices of active devices are the same for all q(t), the supports4 of q(t) (t =

1, . . . , Nd) will also be the same (i.e., supp(q(1)) = supp(q(2)) = · · · ). In order to

identify the active device, therefore, it would be better to re-arrange the system model

based on the index of devices. To this end, we use a device activity indicator �i where

�i = 1 for the active device and �i = 0 for the rest (inactive device). Using the device

activity indicator, the received vector ỹ can be expressed as

ỹ =
h
�1 · · · �N

i

2

6664

�1x1

...

�NxN

3

7775
+

2

6664

v
(1)

...

v
(Nd)

3

7775
= �x+ v, (6.5)

where xi =
h
(s(1)

i
h
(1)

i
)T · · · (s(Nd)

i
h
(Nd)

i
)T
i
T

and�i =
h
diag(c(1)

i
) · · · diag(c(Nd)

i
)
i

are the re-arranged sparse vector and codebook matrix for the i-th device, respectively,

� =
h
�1 · · · �N

i
, and x = [�1xT

1
· · · �Nx

T

N
]T .

Since a small number of devices (say k devices) are active, the stacked sparse

vector x has k nonzero blocks, which implies that the received vector ỹ = �x+v can

be expressed as a linear combination of k submatrices of�1, · · · ,�N perturbed by the

noise. Note that� is available at the BS since all entries of the codebook matrix C are

known in advance. In light of this, main task of the BS is to identify the submatrices

�i in � participating in ỹ. For example, if the second and fifth devices are active
4If s = [0 1 0 0 1 0], then the support of s is supp(s) = {2, 5}.
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(i.e., ⌦ = {2, 5}), then �2 and �5 participate in ỹ. Note that this setup is standard

in the compressed sensing [2] and the AUD problem can be formulated as the support

identification problem:

⌦̃ = arg min
|⌦|=k

1

2
kỹ ��⌦x⌦k22 . (6.6)

In solving (6.6), greedy block sparse recovery algorithm such as block orthogonal

matching pursuit (BOMP) [2] and block compressive sampling matching pursuit (B-

CoSaMP) [78] can be used. In each iteration, greedy block sparse recovery algorithm

identifies one submatrix of � at a time using a greedy strategy. In j-th iteration, for

example, a submatrix �l of � that is maximally correlated with the residual vector

r
j�1 is chosen. An index of the nonzero submatrix of � chosen at j-th iteration is

!j = arg max
l=1,··· ,N

���H

l
r
j�1

��2
2
, (6.7)

where r
j�1 = y ��⌦j�1 x̂

j�1 is the j-th residual vector and x̂
j�1 = �†

⌦j�1y is the

estimate of x at (j � 1)-th iteration. One can easily see that the support identification

performance depends heavily on the correlation between the residual r(·) and sensing

matrix � generated from the codebook matrix C.

After identifying the support ⌦, a BS detects the symbol vector ŝ
⌦̂

of the active

device. To be specific, by removing the components associated with the non-support

elements in (6.5), the system model can be converted from the underdetermined system

to the overdetermined system (m > k). For example, if the identified support is ⌦ =

{2, 5}, then the system model in (6.5) can be simplified to

ỹ = [�2 �5]

2

4 x2

x5

3

5+ v

and thus a conventional technique such as the linear minimum mean square error

(LMMSE) estimator followed by the symbol slicer can be used for the symbol de-

tection (see Fig. 6.2).

In real scenarios, this type of CS-based AUD schemes might not be effective for

the following reasons. First, correlation of codewords increases with the number of
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Figure 6.3: Detailed architecture of the proposed D-AUD.

devices. Indeed, when we try to support a large number of devices using small amount

of resources, column dimension of the codebook C would be much larger than the

size of measurement vector ỹ, increasing the underdetermined ratio N

m
of the system.

In this case, clearly, the mutual coherence5 of C will increase sharply, causing a severe

degradation of the AUD performance. Second, when the activity of devices is high (i.e.,

k is large), required number of iterations of the greedy sparse recovery algorithm will

also increase. Recalling that the residual vector is updated using the estimated support

in each iteration (see (6.7)), an error caused by the incorrectly chosen support element

will be propagated (this phenomenon is called error propagation), deteriorating the

AUD performance severely. Last but not least, computational complexity and latency

of the iterative algorithm are burdensome in the real-time AUD since the complexity

and processing time of sparse recovery algorithm depend heavily on the number of
5The mutual coherence µ (�) is defined as the largest magnitude of normalized inner product between

two distinct columns of � [2]:

µ (�) = max
i 6=j

|h�i,�ji|
k�ik2k�jk2

.
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active devices6. Due to the reasons mentioned, when the number of active devices is

large, the CS-based AUD scheme would not be an appealing solution. Without doubt,

design of new type of AUD scheme robust to the codeword correlation and high device

activity is of great importance for the success of grant-free NOMA systems in 5G and

beyond7.

6.3 Deep Neural Network Based AUD

As mentioned, main goal of AUD is to identify the nonzero positions of x, not the re-

covery of nonzero elements. In this work, we use DNN, a feedforward neural network

having multiple hidden units between input and output [80], to solve the problem. By

using the training data as an input and then updating the parameters using backpropa-

gation process, DNN learns the nonlinear mapping g between the input (i.e., received

signal vector ỹ) and the support of x. The resulting support identification problem of

the proposed D-AUD can be expressed as

⌦̂ = g(ỹ;⇥), (6.8)

where ỹ is the input vector and ⇥ is the set of weights and biases of D-AUD network.

6.3.1 D-AUD Architecture

The primary task of the D-AUD is to find out g parameterized by⇥ given ỹ, closest to

the optimal mapping function g⇤. Fig. 6.3 depicts the structure of the proposed D-AUD

technique. D-AUD consists of multiple building blocks including fully-connected (FC)

layers, rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer, dropout layer, and softmax layer with the

batch normalization. In the training process, we use P training data ỹ
(1), · · · , ỹ(P ) in

6For example, the computational complexity of BOMP is O
�
m2kN

�
. Therefore, increase in the

number of active devices will directly affect the computational complexity.
7Various NOMA proposals (e.g., power-domain NOMA, LDS-OFDM, and SCMA) have been pro-

posed in 3GPP Rel. 15 [79] and standardization effort is still underway.
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each training iteration. Since ỹ
(p) is a complex vector, we split the real and imaginary

parts and use ŷ
(p) = [<(ŷ(p)

1
) · · · <(ŷ(p)m ) =(ŷ(p)

1
) · · · =(ŷ(p)m )] as an input vector.

The output vector z(p) 2 R↵⇥1 of the FC layer can be expressed as8

z
(p) = W

in
ŷ
(p) + b

in, for p = 1, · · · , P, (6.9)

where Win 2 R↵⇥2m is the initial weight and b
in 2 R↵⇥1 is the initial bias. After the

FC layer, P output vectors are stacked in the mini-batch B =
⇥
z
(1) · · · z(P )

⇤T and

then normalized. This process is referred to as the batch normalization [81]. In this

step, each element z(p)
i

(i = 1, · · · ,↵) in B is normalized to have zero mean and unit

variance. Then, the normalized element is scaled and shifted by internal parameters.

The output z̃(p) of the batch normalization is expressed as

z̃(p)
i

= �

0

@z(p)
i

� µB,iq
�2

B,i

1

A+ �, for i = 1, · · · ,↵, (6.10)

where µB,i =
1

P

P
P

p=1
z(p)
i

and �2

B,i
= 1

P

P
P

p=1
(z(p)

i
�µB,i)2 are the batch-wise mean

and variance, respectively, � is the scaling parameter, and � is the shifting parameter.

One can see that this normalization process enforces the input distribution to have

the fixed means and variances. When the variation of input data is large, it is difficult

to extract internal features (e.g., block sparse structure and codebook structure) from

the input data. Indeed, since mobile devices in different wireless geometries transmit

the data in grant-free NOMA scenario, variation in ỹ is typically very large. Using the

batch normalization, D-AUD can control the variation of inputs caused by the different

channel state and noise level.

After the batch normalization, the output vector z̃ passes through the multiple hid-

den layers9. Each hidden layer consists of the FC layer, batch normalization layer,
8↵ is a hyper-parameter representing the width of hidden layers. In general, when ↵ is large, the

training performance becomes high due to the large learning capacity. We will more discuss ↵ in Section

V.
9In the sequel, we omit the training data index p for notational simplicity.
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⋮ ⋮ ⋮

Figure 6.4: Description of the ReLU layer.

ReLU layer, dropout layer with a residual connection10 (see Fig. 6.3). The output of

the l-th FC layer z̄[l] is given by

z̄
[l] = W

[l]

 
z̃+

l�1X

i=1

ž
[i]

!
+ b

[l], (6.11)

where W
[l] 2 R↵⇥↵ and b

[l] 2 R↵⇥1 are the weight and bias in the l-th FC layer,

respectively and ž
[i] = f

⇣
�[i]

⇣
W

[i]

⇣
z̃+

P
i�1

j=1
ž
[j]

⌘
+ b

[i] � µ[i]

⌘
↵ �[i] + �[i]

⌘
�

d
[i] is the output of the i-th dropout layer (we will say more about this in the next

page)11. Then, the batch normalization is performed to reduce the variation of z̄
[l].

After that, a nonlinear activation function is applied to z̃
[l] to determine whether the

information (z̃[l]
1
, · · · , z̃[l]↵ ) generated by the hidden unit is activated (delivered to the

next layer) or not (see Fig. 6.4) [83]. To this end, an activation function such as the
10The key feature of residual connection is to put the direct identity (shortcut) connection between the

stacked hidden layers. To be specific, denoting the input x and the desired underlying mapping as H(x),

the multiple hidden layers are fit to the residual mapping F (x) = H(x) � x, not H(x) directly [82].

Since the input vector is directly linked to the output of hidden layer, the information (feature) can be

delivered across the hidden layers without distortion and attenuation. Hence, we can achieve a reduction

in the training error.
11µ[i] = [ 1

P

P
P

p=1 z̄
(p)
1 , · · · , 1

P

P
P

p=1 z̄
(p)
↵ ]T and �[i] =

q
1
P

P
P

p=1(z̄
(p)
1 � µ[i]

1 )2, · · · ,
q

1
P

P
P

p=1(z̄
(p)
↵ � µ[i]

↵ )2
�
T

.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Dropout neural network model: (a) A standard neural network consists of

three hidden layers. All hidden units in hidden layers are activated. (b) After applying

the dropout, the activated hidden units are dropped out randomly.

sigmoid function (f(x) = 1

1+e�x ) or ReLU function (f(x) = max(x, 0)) can be used:

ẑ
[l] = f(z̃[l]). (6.12)

Since the proposed scheme learns the mapping between ỹ and the support ⌦, an

estimate of the support ⌦̂ would be strongly affected by the activation patterns, pre-

sumably on/off patterns, of hidden units. When the sensing matrix� is less correlated

(i.e., the mutual coherence of the sensing matrix � is low), ỹ can be expressed as a

linear combination of less correlated columns of �⌦, and thus the identification of

⌦ from ỹ would be relatively easy and straightforward. Whereas, when the sensing

matrix � is highly correlated, mapping between ỹ and ⌦ might not be clear and can

be easily confused in the presence of randomly distributed perturbations (e.g., channel

estimation error, inter-user interference, and noise). Suppose two columns of � are

strongly correlated and only one of these is associated with the support, then it might

not be easy to distinguish a correct support element from an incorrect one. For exam-

ple, if ⌦1 = {1, 8} and ⌦2 = {2, 6} and |h�1,�2i| ⇡ 1 and |h�8,�6i| ⇡ 1, then

the activation patterns of hidden units for ⌦1 and ⌦2 would be quite similar, ending up

causing incorrect support identification even in the presence of a small perturbation.
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Figure 6.6: Examples of activation patterns corresponding to the strongly correlated

supports ⌦1 and ⌦2. Using the dropout layer, the randomly chosen hidden units are

dropped out and the activation patterns for ⌦1 and ⌦2 can be better resolved.

In order to reduce this type of mistake, we use the dropout layer where the activated

hidden units are dropped out randomly (see Fig. 6.5) [59]. By removing incoming and

outgoing connections of the dropped units, similarity (ambiguity) of the activation pat-

terns among correlated supports can be better resolved, which implies that D-AUD can

identify the support accurately (see the illustration in Fig. 6.6).

Let d[l] be the dropout vector, then the i-th element d[l]
i

of d[l] and the final output

of the l-th hidden layer are

d[l]
i
⇠ Bern(Pdrop) (6.13)

ž
[l] = d

[l] � ẑ
[l] (6.14)

where Bern(Pdrop) is the Bernoulli random variable which takes the value 0 with the

dropout probability Pdrop and 1 with the probability 1 � Pdrop. For example, if the

second and fifth hidden units are dropped out, then d
[l] = [1 0 1 1 0 1 · · · 1] and hence

ž[l]
2

and ž[l]
5

are 0.

After passing through the L hidden layers, the output FC layer produces N output

values whose dimension is matched with the number of total users. The output vector
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z
out is given by

z
out = W

out

 
z̃+

LX

i=1

ž
[i]

!
+ b

out, (6.15)

where W
out 2 RN⇥↵ and b

out 2 RN⇥1 are the corresponding weight and bias, re-

spectively. Then, the softmax layer maps N output values into N probabilities (p̂1, · · · , p̂N )

representing the likelihood of being the true support element. The i-th probability p̂i

is given by

p̂i =
ez

out

i

NP
j=1

ez
out

j

, for i = 1, · · · , N. (6.16)

Finally, an estimate of the support ⌦̂ is obtained by picking k elements having the

largest probabilities:

⌦̂ = arg max
|⌦|=k

X

i2⌦
p̂i. (6.17)

6.3.2 D-AUD Training

In the training phase, we use the training dataset to find out the network parameter set

⇥⇤ minimizing the loss function J(⇥) (i.e., ⇥⇤ = argmin⇥ J(⇥)). When the loss

function J(⇥) is differentiable, network parameters can be updated by the gradient

descent method in each training iteration. Specifically, parameters in the j-th training

iteration ⇥j are updated simultaneously in the direction of the steepest descent:

⇥j = ⇥j�1 � ⌘r⇥J(⇥), (6.18)

where r⇥J(⇥) is the gradient of J(⇥) with respect to ⇥ and ⌘ is the learning rate

determining the step size.

Recalling that the final output of the D-AUD scheme is the N -dimensional vec-

tor p̂ whose element represents the probability of being the support element, p̂ =

[p̂1, · · · , p̂N ] needs to be compared against the true probability p in the loss func-

tion calculation. Since k active users are assumed to be equiprobable, we set the true
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probability as pi = 1

k
for i 2 ⌦ and pi = 0 for the rest. For example, when the sec-

ond and fourth devices are active (i.e. k = 2 and ⌦ = {2, 4}), p2 = p4 = 1

2
and

pi = 0, i /2 {2, 4}. In the generation of the loss function, we use the cross entropy loss

J(p, p̂) defined as 12

J(p, p̂) = �
NX

i=1

pi log p̂i = �1

k

kX

j=1

log p̂!j
, (6.20)

where !j 2 ⌦. In order to minimize J(p, p̂),
P

k

j=1
log p̂!j

should be maximized.

Since the sum of softmax output values is 1 (i.e.,
P

i
p̂i = 1), the maximum can be

achieved when p̂!j
= 1

k
, which is the desired training result.

One well-known problem in the training phase of DNN is the overfitting. By over-

fitting, we mean that the designed D-AUD is so closely fitted to the training set and

thus it does not make reasonable prediction for the unobserved data. Indeed, when a

user not participated in the training process transmits a packet, the overfitted neural

network might fail to detect the user. In order to prevent this problem, we use multiple

independently trained networks in the output generation. In this scheme, often called

ensemble technique [84], multiple, say E, D-AUD networks are trained independently

with the different training sets (St1 , · · · , StE
) and initial parameters (⇥in1 , · · · ,⇥inE )

(see Fig. 6.7). Thus, from the same set of measurements, E independent output proba-

bilities (p̂(1), · · · , p̂(E)) are generated. By averaging out these probabilities, we obtain
12Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence can be also used for the loss function. Using the KL divergence

loss DKL(p k p̂), we have

DKL(p k p̂) =
NX

i=1

pi log
pi
p̂i

= �
NX

i=1

pi log p̂i +
NX

i=1

pi log pi

= J(p, p̂) +
kX

j=1

p!j log p!j = J(p, p̂)� log k. (6.19)

Since log k is a constant, to minimize the cross entropy loss J(p, p̂) is essentially the same as to minimize

the KL divergence loss. The regression loss function (e.g., mean square error (MSE) and the mean abso-

lute error (MAE)), however, might not be suitable for the D-AUD training since it is used for estimating

a specific value.
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Figure 6.7: Description of the ensemble network: (a) training phase for independent

D-AUD scheme with different training set and (b) ensembling test phase using the

independently trained D-AUD schemes.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Computational Complexity (N = 80,m = 40,↵ =

500, L = 6)

the number of floating point operations (flops)
Complexity for various sparsity

k=6 k=8 k=10

D-AUD 2L↵2 + (4m+ 7L+ 2N + 4)↵+ (k + 3)N � k(k+1)

2
� 1 4.99⇥ 106 5.59⇥ 106 6.19⇥ 106

+2m+ k
�
14

3
m3 +m2 �m

�

MMSE-BOMP 2km2N � k + 2km+ k(k+1)

2

�
14

3
m3 + 3m2 �m

�
+ k(k + 1)m2 7.91⇥ 106 1.30⇥ 107 1.92⇥ 107

LS-BOMP 2km2N + k
4
+6k

3
+7k

2
+2k

12
m3 + k(k + 1)m2 � k 1.68⇥ 107 4.29⇥ 107 9.19⇥ 107

the ensemble probability p
ens as

p
ens =

1

E

EX

j=1

p̂
(j). (6.21)

Finally, an estimate of the support is obtained by picking indices of k largest values in

p
ens. One can observe that the ensemble technique is conceptually analogous to the

receiver diversity technique in wireless communication systems in the sense that it is

performed in the BS side and also does not require additional wireless resources (e.g.,

frequency, time, and transmission energy) in the mobile side.

6.3.3 Comments on Complexity

In this subsection, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed D-AUD

scheme. In our analysis, we measure the complexity in terms of the number of floating

point operations (flops). Initially, in the FC layer, the input vector ŷ 2 R2m⇥1 is

multiplied by the initial weight Win 2 R↵⇥2m and then the bias bin 2 R↵⇥1 is added

(see (6.9)). The complexity of the initial FC layer Cin is

Cin = (4m� 1)↵+ ↵ = 4m↵. (6.22)

Since the element-wise scalar multiplication and addition are performed twice in the

batch normalization process (see (6.10)), the complexity CBN of batch normalization

is simply

CBN = 4↵. (6.23)
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Next, in the hidden layer, an input vector is multiplied by the weight W[l] 2 R↵⇥↵

and then the bias b[l] 2 R↵⇥1 is added (see (6.11)). After the batch normalization (4↵

flops), for each element, we test whether the value is larger than 0 using the ReLU

function. The dropout vector d
[l] is multiplied to ẑ

[l] (see (14)) and then an output

vector of the previous hidden layer is added to the output of the dropout layer for

the residual connection. Therefore, the complexity Chide of L hidden layers can be

expressed as

Chide = L ((2↵� 1)↵+ ↵+ 4↵+ ↵+ ↵+ ↵)

= 2L↵2 + 7L↵. (6.24)

After passing through L hidden layers, the weight multiplication and bias addition are

performed in the output FC layer (see (6.15)). Since W
out 2 RN⇥↵ and b

out 2 RN ,

the complexity Cout of the output FC layer is

Cout = (2↵� 1)N +N = 2↵N. (6.25)

Next, the softmax operation consisting of exponential computation (N flops), sum-

mation (N � 1 flops), and division (N flops) is performed (see (6.16)). The resulting

computational complexity of the softmax operation is

Csoftmax = 3N � 1. (6.26)

Finally, the complexity Csort of taking k largest probabilities in p (see in (6.17)) is [24]

Csort = kN � k(k + 1)

2
. (6.27)

From (6.22) to (6.27), the complexity CD�AUD of D-AUD is summarized as

CD�AUD = Cin + CBN + Chide + Cout + Csoftmax + Csort (6.28)

= 2L↵2 + (4m+ 7L+ 2N + 4)↵+ (k + 3)N

� k(k + 1)

2
� 1. (6.29)
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In Table I, we compare the complexities of D-AUD, MMSE-BOMP, and LS-

BOMP (see Appendix A for the detailed complexity derivation). For fair compar-

ison, in the D-AUD, we add the complexity of the MMSE estimation CMMSE =

2m+k
�
14

3
m3 +m2 �m

�
for the signal detection. In order to examine overall behav-

ior, we compute the required flops for various sparsity levels (k = 6, 8, 10). We observe

that the complexity of D-AUD is much smaller than that of conventional approaches.

For example, when k = 8, the complexity of the D-AUD is 57% and 87% lower than

those of MMSE-based BOMP and LS-based BOMP, respectively. It is worth mention-

ing that the complexity of D-AUD depends heavily on the DNN network parameters

(L and ↵), not the system parameters (k and N ). For instance, when k increases from

6 to 10, the computational complexity of D-AUD increases marginally but that of LS-

BOMP increases sharply. One can observe from this that in the practical NOMA-based

environment where the numbers of total users and active users (e.g., N = 100 and

k = 10) are large, the D-AUD scheme is competitive in terms of the computational

complexity.

6.4 Practical Issues for D-AUD Implementation

In this section, we go over two major issues when applying the D-AUD scheme in

the practical scenarios. We first discuss the training data collection issue. This issue is

crucial since the uplink traffics are usually unpredictable and sporadic so that it takes

quite a bit of time and effort to collect the training data. We next discuss a sparsity

estimation issue. In order to perform the symbol detection and decoding, the BS should

know the sparsity (number of active devices) in a priori, which is clearly difficult for

grant-free scenarios.
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Figure 6.8: Validation loss Jv(⇥) for various number of training samples Ntrain (k =

4 and m = 70).

6.4.1 Training Data Collection

In order to learn the optimal mapping function g⇤ between the received signal and

support, sufficient amount of training data is required. In Fig. 6.8, we plot the vali-

dation loss Jv(⇥) as a function of the training iteration for various sizes of training

dataset. We see that when the number of training dataset is not enough, the deep neu-

ral network does not converge, causing a failure in the D-AUD training. In acquiring

the dataset, one can naturally consider using the real received signals. Unfortunately,

this requires too many training data transmissions. For example, when collecting one

million received signals in LTE systems, it will take around 30 minutes (1 ms subframe

consisting of 14 symbols). This time will further increase in proportion to the number

of ensemble networks. Therefore, this type of data collection strategy is by no means

practical in terms of energy consumption, latency, and resource utilization efficiency.

In order to reduce the overhead associated with the training data transmission, we
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use synthetically generated signals as the training dataset at BS. One might concern

that the synthetically generated signal is different from the actual transmitted signal

since the channel depends heavily on the environmental factors such as frequency

band, mobility, and geometric objects. Fortunately, we can circumvent this issue since

the AUD process is essentially the same as the support identification and all channel

components are contained in an input sparse vector x, not the system matrix � (see

(6.5)). Thus, the D-AUD scheme only needs to learn the codebook matrix� (which is

known a priori), not the individual channel state, which will ease the training process

significantly. Indeed, what we need to do in the training phase is to artificially generate

the received vector in (6.5). In doing so, time and effort to collect huge training data

can be saved and at the same time the training process can be done offline.

Since the training operation of D-AUD is performed offline using the synthetically

generated data, we train multiple D-AUD networks for various settings in terms of the

number of total users and the number of active users. From this process, we can obtain

the internal parameters (e.g., weight and bias) for each scenario. When applying the D-

AUD to the actual transmission, we thus use the pre-trained network corresponding to

the system environment. Even though the system environment will vary, as long as we

have a trained model matching to the environment, re-training process is unnecessary.

For example, we train two D-AUD schemes for two different number of total users

(N = 50, and 100). In the test phase (real operation phase), when N changes from

30 to 80, what we need to do is to change the trained model for N = 50 to that for

N = 100.

6.4.2 Sparsity Estimation

In the grant-free transmission, devices can transmit the data without the granting pro-

cess so that the BS needs to be aware of the sparsity to perform the AUD. Since the

sparsity is used as the number of iterations in many sparse recovery algorithms, in-

correct sparsity leads to either miss detection (early termination) or false alarm (late
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Algorithm 1. Sparsity estimation in the proposed D-AUD scheme
Input: the received signal ŷ 2 R2m⇥1, the trained threshold ⌧ 2 R, the maximal

sparsity U 2 R

Output: the estimated sparsity k̂, the estimated support ⌦̂

Initialization: l = 0, � = {1, · · · , N}

1: while l  U and l 6= |�| do

2: l = l + 1

3: Obtain p̂
(l) by passing ŷ into the D-AUD network trained for sparsity level l

4: p̂(l)max = max
i

p̂(l)
i

5: � =

⇢
i 2 {1, · · · , N}

��� p̂
(l)
i

p̂
(l)
max

� ⌧

�

6: end while

7: k̂ = l

8: ⌦̂ = �

Return: k̂, ⌦̂

termination). In the former case, some of active devices cannot be identified while in-

active devices can be chosen as active devices for the latter case. Therefore, the sparsity

estimation error degrades the support identification quality substantially13.

In the proposed D-AUD scheme, instead of using an iterative support identifica-

tion, k support elements are chosen from the softmax output (see (6.17)). Thus, in

contrast to the conventional sparse recovery algorithms, a separate sparsity estimation

process is unnecessary. One simple option to choose the support is to take the indices

of the softmax output values being larger than the threshold ⌧ . Benefit of this approach

is that ⌧ can be readily chosen in the training phase since the support ⌦ and sparsity
13As a sparsity estimation strategy, the residual-based stopping criterion is widely used [2]. In this

scheme, basically, an algorithm is terminated when the residual power krk2 is smaller than the pre-

specified threshold ✏ (i.e., krk2 < ✏) and the iteration number at the termination point is set to the sparsity

level. However, since the residual magnitude decreases monotonically and the rate of decay depends on

the system parameters, it might not be easy to figure out an accurate terminating point.
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k of training data are already available. When determining ⌧ , we use both softmax

output p̂ and sparsity k of training data. Specifically, in the training phase, we obtain

the softmax values p̂!1 , · · · , p̂!k
for !i 2 ⌦. Note that these values would be close

to 1

k
since the D-AUD is trained to generate the true probability p!i

= 1

k
. In order

to remove the effect of k (meaning that ⌧ is set to be independent of k), we scale

p̂!1 , · · · , p̂!k
by k and then set the minimum value to ⌧ (i.e., ⌧ = min

i

kp̂!i
). In doing

so, in the test phase, we can identify the support without the knowledge of the sparsity

k. To be specific, by using multiple D-AUD networks for U distinct sparsity levels, we

obtain U softmax output vectors p̂
(l) = [p̂(l)

1
, · · · , p̂(l)

N
] for l = 1, · · · , U . Then, we

take indices satisfying p̂
(l)
i

p̂
(l)
max

� ⌧ (p̂(l)max = max
i

p̂(l)
i

is the maximal value of p̂(l)). If the

number of the chosen indices is l, then we set the sparsity to l (i.e., k̂ = l) and then

obtain estimated support ⌦̂. The proposed sparsity estimation in the D-AUD scheme

is summarized in Algorithm 1.

6.5 Simulations and Discussions

6.5.1 Simulation Setup

In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed D-AUD scheme. Our

simulation setup is based on the grant-free NOMA transmission in the orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Specifically, we use 100 users (N =

100) and 70 subcarriers (m = 70) in each transmission so that the overloading factor

is 143%. As a channel model, the pathloss component �i between the i-th device and

the BS is modeled as �i = 128.1+37.6 log10(di) [dB] where di is the distance (in km)

between the i-th device and the BS [85] and independent Rayleigh fading coefficient

is used for each device [86]. The noise spectral density and transmission bandwidth

are set to -170 dBm/Hz and 1 MHz, respectively. For comparison, we examine the per-

formance of the conventional LS-BOMP [2], MMSE-BOMP [87], and approximate

message passing (AMP) algorithm [88]. When generating nonzero values in the LDS
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Figure 6.9: Psucc as a function of SNR (N = 100, k = 4, Nd = 7,m = 70).

codebook, we use an i.i.i. Gaussian random variable14. Length of the LDS codeword

S is set to 10 (S = 10).

In order to guarantee the model stability of the D-AUD scheme, we use K-fold

cross validation in the training phase. In the K-fold cross validation, total samples

are randomly partitioned into K equal-sized sets. Among K partitioned sets, a single

set is used for the model testing, and the remaining K � 1 sets are used for the D-

AUD training. Then, this process is repeated K � 1 times for the remaining sets. In

our simulations, we generate 107 samples and set K = 10. When selecting the hy-

perparameters, we use the cross-validation technique (see Fig. 12). In our simulations,

we use an Adam optimizer, well-known optimization tool to guarantee the robustness

of learning process [89]. As an activation function in hidden layers, we used ReLU

function. Also, we set L = 6 (the number of hidden layers), ↵ = 1000 (the width

of hidden layer), Pdrop = 0.1 (dropout probability), ⌘ = 5 ⇥ 10�4 (learning rate),

14When the different set of spreading sequences is used, we need to re-train the proposed D-AUD

scheme using the new training data (generated from the new spreading sequences).
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Figure 6.10: Psucc as a function of SNR with various overloading factor (N =

100, k = 4).

and E = 3 (the number of ensemble networks). As a performance metric, we use the

success probability Psucc which corresponds to the percentage of the detected users

among all active users.

6.5.2 Simulation Results

In Fig. 6.9, we evaluate Psucc of the proposed D-AUD scheme and competing AUD

schemes as a function of SNR. We observe that D-AUD outperforms the conventional

schemes for all SNR regime. Since D-AUD learns the mapping between the received

signal ỹ and the support ⌦, an estimate of support ⌦̂ can be determined only by the

input data ỹ. This means that the whole AUD process can be handled by a simple end-

to-end mapping in D-AUD. For example, we observe that D-AUD achieves around 6

dB gain over the MMSE-BOMP at Psucc = 0.9.

In Fig. 6.10, we investigate Psucc for various overloading factors. We can clearly
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see that D-AUD outperforms the conventional AUD approaches by a large margin.

For example, in case of 125% overloading, D-AUD achieves around 4 dB gain over

the MMSE-BOMP at Psucc = 0.9. We also observe that the AUD performance of

D-AUD is robust to the overloading factor due to the decoupling of the correlated

activation patterns (see Section III). For instance, in case of 250% overloading, D-

AUD achieves Psucc = 0.9 at SNR = 17.5 dB. Since there is no such mechanism for

the conventional sparse recovery algorithms, performance of conventional schemes is

not appealing when the overloading factor is high.

In Fig. 6.11, we plot the Psucc as a function of the number of active devices k. We

observe that D-AUD outperforms conventional schemes across the board. For example,

when the number of active devices is 6 (i.e., k = 6) and SNR = 20 dB, Psucc of D-

AUD is 0.9 while those of the MMSE-BOMP and AMP are 0.65 and 0.55, respectively.

Also, we can see that the D-AUD maintains its robustness even when k increases.

When k increases, the mutual correlation associated with the active devices increases,
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activation function
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Figure 6.13: Psucc as a function of SNR in the multi-antenna scenario (N = 100, k =

4).

causing a severe degradation of the AUD performance (see Section II). Since the DNN

already learned the correlation feature from the training dataset, D-AUD can better

discriminate the correlated supports in the test phase. For example, when k increases

from 3 to 6, Psucc of the D-AUD decreases marginally from 0.99 to 0.91. However,

Psucc of the MMSE-BOMP and LS-BOMP decrease sharply from 0.98 to 0.65 and

from 0.95 to 0.19, respectively.

In Fig. 6.12, we evaluate Psucc for various hyperparameters such as depth and with

of hidden layers, batch size, dropout probability, activation function, and optimizer.

From these results, we can observe the effect of each hyperparameter on the AUD

performance. For example, if the width of the hidden layer is small (e.g., ↵ = 2N

case), we expect that the performance of D-AUD will degrade considerably. Whereas,

if the width is larger than 10N , the D-AUD performance will not be improved further.

From this offline tuning process, we can obtain the right hyperparameters of D-AUD.

Finally, in order to test the performance of D-AUD scheme in multiple-antenna
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scenarios15, we consider the three distinct cases (i.e., number of received antennas is

M = 1, 2, and 4). As shown in Fig. 13, we observe that the performance of D-AUD

improves with M . For example, when M = 4, we observe 8.4 dB gain over the single

received antenna scenario (M = 1) at Psucc = 0.9. Since the active users are detected

blindly (without the channel information), the BS cannot achieve the gain proportional

to the number of antennas. Nevertheless, the multi-antenna gain proportional to the

number of antennas (around 2.1 dB gain per antenna) can be achieved.

6.6 Summary

In this paper, we proposed a DNN-based AUD scheme called D-AUD for the mMTC

uplink scenario. Our work is motivated by the observation that CS-based AUD cannot

support the massive number of devices and high device activity scenario in the grant-

free NOMA systems. By feeding the training data to the properly designed DNN, the

proposed D-AUD scheme learns the nonlinear mapping between the received signal

and support. As long as we train the deeply stacked hidden layers using a proper loss

function and the backpropagation mechanism, we can detect active devices in the test

phase. We demonstrated from numerical evaluations that the proposed D-AUD scheme

is very effective in the highly-overloaded mMTC scenarios. In this paper, we restricted

our attention to the AUD but we believe that there are many interesting applications of

the proposed approaches such as DoA estimation, mmWave channel estimation, and

MIMO detection.

15When using M antenna at the BS, the input of the D-AUD scheme will become multiple mea-

surement vectors ỹ(1), · · · , ỹ(M), not a single measurement vector ỹ. Accordingly, the AUD problem,

originally modeled as single measurement vector (SMV) problem, will be also converted to the multiple

measurement vector (MMV) problem. From the equation (5), we can obtain the MMV model Ỹ = �X

where Ỹ = [ỹ(1) · · · ỹ(M)] and X = [x(1) · · · x(M)]. Since the supports of x(1), · · · ,x(M) are

common, we can exploit the correlation among them in the recovery process.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this dissertation, sparse-aware wireless communications to employ the compressed

sensing and the deep learning techniques have been extensively studied. Although

the sparse system model has been popularly used in the mmWave channel estimation

and the spectrum sensing, I focused on various applications including channel-aware

sparse transmission in TDD systems, partial sample transmission in V2X systems, and

active user detection in mMTC. These new extensions enables to transmit data effi-

ciently, reduce the physical-layer latency, and transmit highly accurate information,

which provide guidelines for designing future wireless systems. Specifically, I make

the following contributions:

• In Chapter 2, we have introduced new type of short packet transmission scheme

referred to as sparse vector transmission (SVT). Key idea of SVT is to trans-

mit the short-sized information after the sparse vector transformation. Using the

principle of compressed sensing (CS), we decode the packet using a small num-

ber of resources. SVT has a number of advantages over the conventional trans-

mission strategies; it is simple to implement, reduces the transmission latency as

well as the encoding/decoding complexity. When the position of a sparse vector

is used to encode the information exclusively, decoding can be done without the

channel knowledge, saving the pilot transmission overhead and the channel esti-
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mation effort. Further, SVT can inherently improve the user identification qual-

ity and security. In a nutshell, SVT is a viable solution for massive machine-type

communication (mMTC) and URLLC scenarios having many advantages over

the conventional packet transmission mechanism.

• In Chapter 3, we proposed the ultra low latency access scheme based on the

CAST for URLLC. The key idea behind the proposed CAST scheme is to trans-

form a URLLC grant information into the sparse vector and to exploit the sparse

recovery algorithm in decoding process. As long as the number of subcarriers

is small enough and the measurements contain enough information to figure out

the support and decode the grant information, accurate decoding of the CAST

scheme can be guaranteed. We demonstrated from the numerical evaluations

that the proposed CAST scheme is very effective in TDD-based URLLC. In this

paper, we restricted our attention to the URLLC scenario but we believe that

there are many interesting extensions worth investigating, such as the diversity

support, machine learning-based CAST, and CAST for the FDD systems.

• In Chapter 4, we proposed a novel low-latency transmission scheme suitable

for the URLLC-based V2X scenarios. The key idea behind the proposed PST

scheme is to encode the mission-critical sidelink information in a form of the

sparse symbol vector and then decode the information with a partially-buffered

samples using deep learning-based decoder. When the number of subcarriers is

small enough and the measurements contain enough information to figure out

the transmit information, accurate decoding of the PST-encoded packet can be

guaranteed. In the decoding process, we exploit the DNN architecture to learn

the nonlinear mapping between the received signal vector and the support of

input sparse signal. As long as we train the deeply stacked network using a

properly designed loss function along with the backpropagation weight update,

we can identify the accurate support in the test phase. We demonstrated from the
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numerical evaluations that the proposed D-PST is very effective in terms of both

the reliability and latency. In this paper, we restricted our attention to the V2X

sidelink transmission but we believe that there are many interesting applications

of the proposed approaches in mission-critical machine-type communications.

• In Chapter 5, we have discussed two major challenges in the design of DL-

based wireless communication system, mainly related to the dataset collection

and neural network architecture. For each issue, we have provided the learning-

based solutions which can be easily implemented in practice. First, in order to

collect the sufficient training data, we basically have three options: collection

from the actual received signals, synthetic data generation using the analytic

system model, and real-like training set generation using generative adversar-

ial network (GAN). Second, when designing the DNN architecture, we need to

consider the input characteristics, wireless environments, and system configu-

rations. Other than the solutions we have discussed, there are many interesting

issues worth exploring such as distributed learning and meta learning. We be-

lieve that future researches will be more extended for the problems we have

discussed and the other intriguing problems.

• In Chapter 6, we proposed a DNN-based AUD scheme called D-AUD for the

mMTC uplink scenario. By feeding the training data to the properly designed

DNN, the proposed D-AUD scheme learns the nonlinear mapping between the

received signal and support. As long as we train the deeply stacked hidden lay-

ers using a proper loss function and the backpropagation mechanism, we can

detect active devices in the test phase. We demonstrated from numerical evalua-

tions that the proposed D-AUD scheme is very effective in the highly-overloaded

mMTC scenarios. In this paper, we restricted our attention to the AUD but we

believe that there are many interesting applications of the proposed approaches

such as DoA estimation, mmWave channel estimation, and MIMO detection.
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Chapter A

Proof of (3.14)

Before we proceed to the main results, we provide the useful properties of the column

correlation of A in (3.9).

Lemma 5 Recall that f(|!p � !q|) =
��ha!p

,a!q
i
�� = 1

m

����
sin

⇡m(!p�!q)
N

sin
⇡(!p�!q)

N

���� is the column

correlation between a!p
and a!q

(see (3.9)). Then the following statements hold true:

(i) If |!p � !q| = N

m
, 2N

m
, · · · , (m�1)N

m
, then f(|!p � !q|) = 0.

(ii) f(|!p � !q|)  1

m

���sin ⇡(2i+1)
2m

���
for some integer i � 0 satisfying max

�
N

2m
, iN
m

 


|!p � !q|  (i+1)N

m
.

Proof: In order to prove this proposition, we express the success probability P(S1)

in terms of the column correlation of A. Specifically, let !⇤ = arg max
1!N

|ha!, ỹi| be

the index chosen in the first iteration. Then, the first iteration would be successful if

there exists only one ! 2 ⌦ = {!1, · · · ,!k} satisfying |!⇤ � !| < ⌧ (see Fig. 3.5).

Thus, we have

P(S1) = P(|!⇤ � !| < ⌧, for some ! 2 ⌦).

Since the distance between two adjacent support elements is N

m
from Lemma 5(i), one

can notice that ⌧ should satisfy ⌧  N

2m
. For analytic simplicity, we set ⌧ = N

2m
in our
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work. Then we have

P(S1) = P

✓
|!⇤ � !| < N

2m
, for some ! 2 ⌦

◆

= 1� P

✓
|!⇤ � !i| �

N

2m
, for all !i 2 ⌦

◆

= 1� P

✓
|!⇤ � !1| �

N

2m
, · · · , |!⇤ � !k| �

N

2m

◆
. (A.1)

First, we will find an upper bound of P
�
|!⇤ � !1| � N

2m
, · · · , |!⇤ � !k| � N

2m

�
. Let

�1 =
h

N

2m
, N
m

i
and �i =

⇣
(i�1)N

m
, iN
m

i
for i = 2, 3, · · · , then � = {�1, �2, · · · } is

a partition of the interval
h

N

2m
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where (a) is from Lemma 5(ii). From (A.1) and (A.2), we have
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where (A.6) is because |x!| = � |h!| and (A.8) is from the triangular inequality.
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where (A.13) is because |ha!l
,a!l

i| = 1 and |ha!l
,a!i| = 0 for ! 2 ⌦ \ {!l}, (A.14)

is from the triangular inequality, (A.17) is from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (i.e.,

|ha!, ṽi|  ka!k2kṽk2 = kṽk2), and (A.19) is because khk1 = max |h| = |h!l
|. ⇤
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Chapter B

Proof of (3.18)

Recall that in the second iteration, the proposed algorithm picks the remaining k � 1

columns from the set of columns orthogonal to the column chosen in the first iteration1.

Let  be the index set of the orthogonal columns to a!⇤ . Then, we have
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1As mentioned, when !⇤ 2 {! � N

2m , · · · ,!, · · · ,! + N

2m} for some ! 2 ⌦, we can consider !⇤

as !. This is because the mobile device already knows the true support using the channel reciprocity.
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where (B.4) is because |⌦ \ {!⇤}| = k�1 and | \ ⌦| = m�k. One can easily show

that
��ha!i⇤ , ỹi

��2 is a non-central Chi-squared random variable with 2 DoF and non-

centrality parameter ⇣ = �
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��2, and
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where I(x|a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function with parameters a and b.

From (B.5) and (B.7), we have

P
�
S2|S1

�
� [1� F (1|2, 2, ⇣)](k�1)(m�k) , (B.8)

which is the desired results.
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Chapter C

Proof of the computational complexities in Table 6.1

In this appendix, we analyze the computational complexities of LS-BOMP and MMSE-

BOMP in Table I. We first analyze the complexity of LS-BOMP. In the j-th iteration of

LS-BOMP, a submatrix�l of� having the maximum correlation between the residual

vector rj�1 is chosen (see (6.7)). The corresponding complexity CI is

CI =
kX

j=1

{(2m� 1)mN + (mN � 1)} = 2km2N � k. (C.1)

After identifying a support element, a signal vector xj is estimated using the LS esti-

mator (i.e., xj =
⇣
�

H

⌦j
�⌦j

⌘�1

�
H

⌦j
y). Using the Cholesky decomposition [90], the

resulting computational complexity CLS is approximated as

CLS ⇡
kX

j=1

(m+
jm

3
)j2m2 (C.2)

=
k4 + 6k3 + 7k2 + 2k

12
m3. (C.3)

Finally, the residual vector rj�1 is updated as r
j = y � �⌦j x̂

j . The corresponding

complexity CU is

CU =
kX

j=1

{(2jm� 1)m+m} = k(k + 1)m2. (C.4)
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From (C.1) to (C.4), the complexity CLS�BOMP of LS-BOMP is

CLS�BOMP = CI + CLS + CU (C.5)

= 2km2N � k +
k4 + 6k3 + 7k2 + 2k

12
m3

+ k(k + 1)m2. (C.6)

We next analyze the complexity of MMSE-BOMP. Since the support identification

and residual update of MMSE-BOMP are the same as those of LS-BOMP, the corre-

sponding complexities (CI and CU) are also the same as LS-BOMP. When estimating

the signal values, the MMSE estimator is used (i.e., xj = �H

⌦j

⇣
�⌦j

�
H

⌦j
+ �

2
n

�2
x

I
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y).

By approximating the complexity of the matrix inversion operation [91], the resulting

complexity CMMSE is
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The resulting complexity CMMSE�BOMP of MMSE-BOMP is

CMMSE�BOMP = CI + CMMSE + CU (C.9)

= 2km2N � k + 2km
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